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S U M M A R Y
During the past two d@©ad©a ^ It has been established that 
the ©ryatallisation process in polymers is a phase transformatiM 
phenomenon akin to that occurring in low molecular weight compounds 
The expérimental crystallisation isotherms have been shown t@ ©heyp 
with a reasonable degree of precision^ the Avrami equationg 
în © « -Kkf “Sr o(fG® )ot®0 
0 is the weight fraction of material remaining uncrystallised at 
time to The time exponent » ^ n i s  usually found to have an 
integral value in the range of 1 to 4 and K is the rate instant 
involving both nucléation and growth processes « This equation5 
when derived theoretically is based on three main assumptionsp
(1) The nucléation is random in space and constant with respect 
to timoo
(2) The growth rat© is constant and a linear function of tim©c 
(5) The density of the growing crystalline phase is constant
throughout the whole processo
Th® above equation requires that^n®should be an integer and 
sigmoidal curves should be obtained on plotting © against log to 
Two types of experimental techniques have been usedo 
Dilatometrlo measurements enabled th© overall crystallisation 
process to be studied while microscopic observations of the 
separate growth and nucléation processes enable the rate constant 
to bo measured by an independent methodo
of th© early experimental work seemed to indieat© 
values of the time exponent^ ®n% and these values 
were9 theng used to provide information about the detailed 
crystallisation mechanism^ Hecent and more accurate work has 
led to fractional values of '■n® being found experimentally g and 
only one experimental dilatometri© study has been made of the 
crystallisation of polymer-^diliient mixtures from concentrated 
or moderately concentrated solutions » The results of this study 
deviated considerably from the original Avrami equatiosio
The object of the present work was to obtain more data 
on the crystallisation of polymeriz'dlluent systems using both 
dilatometry and microscopy to try and gain some insight into 
mechanism of the processa The system selected for study
was polyethylene ©xlde«-dietÎ3tyl sebacate^ The polymer was chosen
uv
because it is known to form large sphorulitic structures mther 
easily ivhlch facilitates microscopic déterminât ion of growth 
and nucléation rateso
The pure polymer was studied first and at all temperatures^ 
the crystallisation followed the simple Avrami equation with a 
constant value of n 2^ 3 ±  Oo1 throughout the whole process « 
Won-int©gral values of'" cannot arise from the Avrami equation 
and as the first two basic assumptione noted above have been
tested experimentallyg doubt was cast on the experimental validity 
o f  the lasto Various donaity^time relationships wore used to 
modify the theoretical rate equation^ hut none gave a constant 
value of n  equal to 2o5ô
The result© on the polymer-diluont systems showed that the 
nueleation process was basically heterogeneous a© for the pure 
polymer9 and the growth rat® was linear with respect to timOo 
The dllatometrie results gav© values of^n'which wore a function 
of 0@ the weight fraction of unchanged material over a large 
portion of the crystallisation processo The initial value of 
'‘n^wa© 2o5s as in the cas© of pure polymer g but after remaining 
at this value for a certain time which depended on the concentra« 
tion of polymer in the mixture9 ®n® fell in a reasonably linear 
manner to lo5 ^  Oolo
A reasonable interpretation of these results is that the 
c^stallin© phase begins to grow as a structure similar to that 
forming in pur© polymer9 but after a certain time 9 the diluent 
i© incorporated into the crystalline phase leading to a reduced 
value of One© again^any physically reasonable den©ity«time
relationship failed to give a theoretical equation which fitted 
the experimental reaultso
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C H A P T E R  le 
Î H T R O B U G T I O
Crystal Unity in Polymers
Polymers are composed ©f. a large number of molecular 
chain units covalently linked togethero The polymer 
molecules may be dis-orlented with respect to one another
as in the pure liquid state or arranged in a regular^ordered
£ 8 a
faahiono Branching g crosa-linking or steri© irregularity
are found to inhibit this type of order<, The ordered state
has been termed crystallin©c Various factors such as the
presence of different molecular sises and the large number
of chain units make it difficult for the polymer molecule
to crystallise completely and uniformly* As a resultg a
large number of polymers are semicrystalline with a
crystallinity range varying between 10 and 90 per cento
Crystallinity in a polymer determines its fibre forming
qualities'^ and the amount of crystal Unity has a bearing on
6
its physical and mechanical properties » It has been found
that the extent of crystalUnity is directly proportional
6
to the increase in rigidityg modulus of elasticity? tensile
©
strength^ change in density and the decay in ©train of a
polymer sample* The phenomenons consequentlyg has been the
subject of a larg© amount of theoretical as well as
9 - iS
experimental studies and several reviews have been
published describing general and special aspects of the 
problem* Despite these studies g it has not been possible
to define the term uniquely* Often poor quantitative
agreement is found for the nimericaX values of the percentage
crystellinity of 4he same bample of polymer when it is
1 6
determined by different method©*
The earliest attempt to define the percentage ©rystallinity 
was baaed on x-reys which produce selective diffraction from 
ordered and die ordered regions <> It later found that 
smaller crystallites could not be included in these diffraction® 
because of thelx* highly diffuse scat taring « The p8,tterson 
fmiGtioBg
P(u) «a j P(r f u)*?*r(dr)
Where P(r) is the electron denelty at r*, gives a better 
% ?
definition than the one based on molecular sharpness only*
Here g with a large value of u, P(u) would measure the persistence 
of regularity of the lattice*
The thermodynamic definition of crystallinlty is based 
on the assuBiption of the existence of two distinct phases within 
the bulk polymer9 the crystalline phase being defined as any 
unit volume v/herein all the chain groups behave as a unit uecIqï' 
an externally applied force* This phase will behave differently 
from the amorphous phase present with it in the sample* In this 
case g the erystalUnity (l) may be defined by the equation
X >. “  &
'^1 -
Where ? may be a property Buch as enthalpyp volume or x^my 
intensity of the polymer in its various states * The aufea^ 
scripts refer to liquid (l)g crystalline (©) and mixed (x) 
states reapeotiveljo This definition Ignores surface energy 
and internal disorders*
A meehanloal definition^^ of crystalUnity has also been 
proposed* The Markoff chain structure9 where chains trace out 
path© in a cubic lattice with their vectors having only 
preferred directions along the hxesg is characterised by two 
amorphous (r^, r^) and three crystalline (h.;.g h„ end ho) states 
with the matrix of transition prohabllltlas for x-vectors* The 
fractions of components existing in h„g hq states is given b
« 4 P
the expression which defines the ©rystalllnityo 
£ 0
Till has referred to (a) chain entanglements9 
(h) heterogeneous chain lengths 0 (©) side chains g 
(d) randomness in polymerisation and (a) randomness In 
disposition of substituents as the factors influencing 
the crystallinlty of polymers* According to him linear 
polymers will he more crystal!in© hocause of the absence of 
factors (c = e)* The Intermolecular forcesg segmental 
mobility and else 9 molecular weighty annealing conditions g 
structural regularity and temperature are also factors influeno1
4the extent of crystallisation in polymers* Conséquently9
©rystallinity is rarely determined by only one factor* This
is the reason why the results obtained by the various methods
are not completely in agreement * A review of methods for
determining the degree of crystallisation has recently been
80
given by Magillg where he has enumerated eight influencing 
factors o
The qualitative and quantitative aspects of the process 
have been studied extensively during the past two decades *
They have followed two main directions 9 each supplementing 
the other9. In the first case 9 kinetic studies have been 
made to determine the crystallisation rate and g subsequently, 
to deduo© the mechanism of the process* These studies relate 
the crystallisation process to on© of the many physical 
properties undergoing change when molten polymer is allowed 
to crystallise* The change in volume <$>rSp^  volume-) and 
density have been used in preference to many others because of 
the experimental simplicity of such measurements• It has 
been found that the degree of orystallinity is extremely 
sensitive to temperature* Studiest therefore » have been made 
under isothermal conditions at various temperatures. Chang© 
of specific heat9 refractive index, light depolarisation^ 
infi'ared spectra either of crystalline bands, or amorphous 
ones have also been employed for kineti© studieso The
obtained by differential thermal analysla a^d 
mclear magnetic resomnce atudiee have also been used 
recently*
The other type of ctudy is the direct observation of the 
phyeiûal feature® of the ©rystallicing polymer by the light @r 
polarising aiorosoopep x=ray diffraction and electron micr®« 
eo0p©o During the past ten years 9 the quasitltativ© study ®f 
th©©0 morphological features have supplied data on rates of 
growth (g ) and nucléation densities (e ) of orystallising 
polymer at various temperatureso This enables rate ©onetant® 
(iC) to be measured as in the first method and the experimental 
values of rat© aonetants obtained by the two methods have been 
compared * Studies by the latter method have boon concerned 
mainly with bulk polymers of all types and the kinetic data 
obtained have been in quite reasonable agreement with data 
obtained by other method,... However » no attempt has been made 
to supplement the kinetic data on polymer..diluent fâixturee 
by microscopic results* The work presented her© is an attempt 
to obtain such data and to find out whether the result© are 
in agreement with the comparative studies on bulk polymerso
lorpholoCT of S©mi“cry®tallia©
X=ray ©:iïaEaiaat.ion of thiUi films ®f palymors reveal that 
Bîost of thorn are poXy-*crystall:lno and show two types of diffrma^ 
tioa pattern charecteristio of mm®rphous and cry®tallIme 
smbataacQs of low molecular weight* The broader crystallfao 
%'Of loot ions ©uggeet that- the crystallite© have linear dimeu^ione 
of the order of tarn to one kimdrod Asigatromumit© * It is mtttral 
to 6%©sime that erne molecule may pass throixgh several ©rystalliteo 
and that these crystallite© are embedded in the rest of the 
amorphoue parto This simple model was k n o m i  am the fringed 
Msaolle Model®o Thie could explain some physical properties 
of polymers ouch a© the melting temperature range g awe111%9
81
absorption effect©9 mechanical behaviour and density defects*
It waSf) however9 unable to explain the experimental observation
of ©pheraXites in polymer©o
SpheruXltas have long been known to be formed from viscous
melts of metal© and minerals^ but their existence in polymero
88
i*Oo poly then© was first reported by Bumi and Alcoek
in 1945o Bince them9 spherulitia structure has been confirmed 
to be a more or less general feature of th@ morphology of 
aeml'-cry©taXlino polymer© *
When viewed as thin films %mder a polarising microscope g 
the spherulites appear to be circular biréfringent areas ®f
1radiating fibrillar ©tructura tcrith a dark maltese ©roes of about 
10 mioroae in diameter in the centre * Optically j> it is known 
that t h e  refraotive index for the direction of vibration p©r= 
pendioular to the polymer moleoul© ie lower than it is along the 
chain axle* If the larger r^^fractiva index ie radial» the 
spherulite is termed as positive and If it is tangential» it is 
termed as negative* Hormal3y» polymers with polar groupf 
Q T  hydrogen bonds give positive spherulltes while polythene©»
polypropylene etc* give negative ones* It has» however» been
S4 @6 86
found that many polymers ©uah as PBTF» PBlfB» PBMA» and
27
polypropylene ©an form different type© of epherulltes under
different condition© of fusion and oryetallisation* Detailed
studies have shown that their ©is© and number are extremely
28  so
temperature sensitive and aff©et the transparenoy» yield point
and impact strength*
The observation of spherulites in polymer© suggested an
ordered structure on a larger scale than that expected from the
fringed mlscell© model* In PBTF and Polyethylene Sebacat©,
® 4
diameters up to TggOOO^lOOpOOOA have been observed. Miorobeam 
x«-ray© have confirmed that diffraction is caused only by 
sphex'ulltesg though» in many oases » the crystals may be 
imperfect or not fully oriented* The statistical theory
of polymer crystallisation suggested a two, phase model wherein 
distinct phases - amorphous and crystalline - were in theram «
dynamio equilibrlumo The exist©nc© of a definite melting point
and depression of by impurities » diluents and go-polymer© 
aeaording to well-defined forimilao were oonfirmed by ©xperimental
£  S.
observation* Keller (sonsldere that the fringed misoelle model
2t
is mow obsolete while Stuart doubts the validity of the two 
phase model and suggest® that the two phases are regions of 
different order* A crystal defect model h m  been proposed 
by Lindenmeyer while a complete orystallime model has been suggests 
by Zaukolie©^^ where he has explained the different© ©f ?o3^ 
in x-ray and observed densities of nylon crystals as due to 
vaoanoies within the lattice » dislocation and grain boundarieso 
The spherulites have been @î©nfirmed to be the products of
the crystallisation process* The observations of Richard and
88 84
Hawkins on polythene and the calculations of Price on PTFS
from x-ray da,ta imdicat© that they form as a secondary process*
The results of Morgan und of many others» on kinetics
of crystallisation Indicate that sphorulites are the primary
products of crystallisation while their growth proceeds through
a secondary nucléation mechanism at the surface of existing
sphex'uliteso The persistence of nuoleii at temperatures well
above the melting point has been found ©xpex-'imentally in many
cases depending upon temperature and melt conditions*
The spherulites have been assimised to grow from the
homogeneous melt in the case of E^TP» PHA» PDMB but the recent
30
result© of Frio© on PBO and Sharpl©© 021 polythene
show that growth proceeds out of heterogeneities in these two 
polymers o Ravisiaka and îCovaoa have concluded that the growth 
of spherulites can be both - homogeneous and heterogeneous - 
in polythene*
There ha© been considerable work on the formation of 
spherulitio shape during the process of orystallisationo
Morgan^ suggested that polymer crystallites are fibrillar 
rather than miscellar on the basis of x-ray reflections and 
microscopic and electron microscopic results* The sis© and 
arrangement of these fibrils depend upon the actual conditions 
of the melt and the crystallisation process* At higher tempera­
tures» they increase in else while at lower temperatures » their 
sise is email and they indue© secondary nucléation at their sides0 
On repetition» this process gives rise to a  ©heaf-llk© struetur® 
This» subsequently» develops into a spherulitio on© - consisting 
of fibrillar aggregations all lying in radial directiono The 
five stage process suggested by 3ernau©x’ for non-polymeric 
substances is applicable to polymeric systems* The initial 
sheaf-like structures» are generally» visible imdor the electron 
microscope* They have also been observed through the optical 
microscope at 200 diameter magnifications in the case of PBTP 
at 240-250^0o The fIbrosity of spherulites has been confirmed
3 0 40 41 4;
by Khoury » Gahler » ISenekcl and coworkex's» Kellar and Waring
1 0
and ©there i» polymers* This then» confiras that a spheruXite 
develops by a well-defined growth mechanism from a nucleus * Électron 
©ieroseopy has revealed an inter twinning fibrillar struetur© ©f
<; ■ ® 49 v’ 4
smaller .fibril dimension^ of lOOA and Fischer.^ G leaver and others 
have observed laminar or ribbonlike structuras in many polymers *
These goneluslone are also confirmed by the light-scattering studies
48 40
of Kean and Stein and Prie©* Price concluded that the light
„5  =£ ©
scattering entities are rods » 8 x 10 cm* long and 13 x 10
a 4 7 4 0 .8 4
cm* in cross section* Hedritio and dendritic ® structures
have also been observed in some polymers as a precursor of
opherulitic formation*
Detailed studies of spherulites have shown the existence
of some abnormal structures* The arriîs of the mal tes© cross have
49 BO
been found to be sigsag or concentric rings in the case of
PÉA» BÏÏTP» PB» PERÎA and other polymers* They also, showed consecu­
tive and periodic extinction patterns* These effects have been
61
explained on the basis of long rang© periodic ordering of th©
crystal imits along the radius of the spherulites rather than by
88
assuming periodically varying composition or alternation of 
S9
phases* It has been confirmed that these effects are caused
64
by a helical arrangement of the orystallltes* Keith and Paddsn
assume the twisting of ribbonlike structurem in polythene while 
BR 80
Keller prefers a hélicoïdal structure supported by Point and 
Pric©^^ in the same polymer* The epherulitea have also been found
I I
to have dendritic growth when grown at higher températures or 
smaller super-coolings*
Despite the earlier observation of single crystals of 
CÎ-guttapereha from its bensen© solution or of p-polyo%ymethylone,
single orystals of polymer molecules were generally assumed to be
87 68 @0
improbable* Jaboline» Till and Keller however» independent
of each other» were able to grow thin platelets of polythene from
dilute solutions ( * 01-0* 1?^ ) in xylene in 1331 ^  These plates had
thicknesses of IOO-I50A and showed the characteristic electron
diffraction patterns for single crystals* I'h© polymer axis
was found to b© perpendicular to the platelets and growth was
spiral* This could be explained by terraced growth through a
Gcrew dislocation mechanism suggested for non-polymeric substances 
00
by Frank in 1932* Sino© then» single crystals have boon obtained
for some twenty polymers including PBO» F7A» isofaotic polypropylene9
cell* Triacetate» cellulose II and branched polythene®
usually grown from their solutions* In polythene» the single
©
crystals are about lOOA thick whereas the normal length of the
©
molecule is 6OOOA- This leads on©, to assume that the polymer 
chains fold forward and backward during the growth of single 
crystals which grow as hollow pyramid© rather than flat
platelets* The pyramids, then, either break or flatten to form 
single crystals as has been shown by many workers and confirmod 
by fractur© experiments* hindenmeyer believes that under suitable
solvent and temperature conditions» any polyaex' can be mad© to 
form singl.© cryatalm* It has b©on ©stabliahed that by varying 
the conditions of crystallisation» all stages between loï^ongos and 
dendrites ean be obtained and the thickness or terrace height has 
been shown to be a function of temperature of crystallisation (T^)
Fischer and Anderson have observed lamellar single 
crystals from fractured surfaces of high or low molecular weight 
polythene and FfFE* These have also been obtained from melt 
crystallisation of thin films« It is now presumed that this fox% 
is the preferrotl method of crystallisation from the melt* It has 
been found that the small a%le ic»ray spacings a,re almost Identical 
in single crystals grown from solution or the melt* This indicates 
that melt crystallised lamellae and solution grown single crystal 
lamella© are very similar and they grow through a chain folding 
Biechanism which has been explained on the basis ofthermodynamic 
approach pv PGtoriin and Fischer and kinetic treatment of Laurit^ea
30 (S7 30
and Hoffmann» and of Price * Fischer and Stuart have proposed a 
laminar growth mechanism for solution grown single crystals *
The relationship between single crystals and spherulitoe is
css
not yet well defined* Kargin has shown how by changing the 
conditions of melt» temperature of crystallisation» and the solvent» 
on© can obtain various VAorphological shapesin which polymer 
©rystallises ribbohlik©» lamellar» fibrillar» epheruliti© « from
polythene g Iso tactic poly prey lene » and polyatyremo* He has
shmm that poly prey lene spherulites formed at highos? tosiperatTO© 
were lamellar while they were fibriller at low temperature* Em 
observed spheralitle structure® together with aIngle orystals 
in the same film of bulk polymer© like polypropylene» polyamidea 
and poSyoaprolactamo Furthermore» he transformed single eryatals 
of polythene into spherulites between 110»118°G with inorease in 
molecular mobility while in the reverse process» he obtained single 
cryata3,e by heating the spherulitio film below the melting point 
for 2-3 mlîSo and keeping it at ?0®C for 2*5 hr* foegolsong has 
also recently confirmed polymorphism in nylons* The above view
Tâ 8
is quite In ©ontm o t  with earlier views» where a sphorulite has
as
been deeoribed as a complex or organised array of ribbon-like
£ 1
single crystal©» though Kell%r referred to several Intermediate 
struetures preceding it*
In conolusion» it may be said that, apherulitee are not basic 
structures* They are formed out of smaller structures which might 
be ribbon like » lamellar or fibrillar depending upon the condition 
of the molt and the crystallisation procéda« They ©an also grow 
out of Bingle ©rystals through a screw dialocation mechanism*
C H A P T E R  II31 fis ta es S3 s=: ea ej « S3 j= k: «> K! ta
OryotalliBBtion IClneties of Polymera in Bulk 
ÎMTiîEMATXGÂL THEORY
The kinetic analysis of some early expérimente
on rubber showed that the process of crystallisation in polymers
could be treated as a phase transformation phenomenon* Accordingly
It should be possible to apply the theoretical treatment applicable
to the crystallisation of simple low molecular weight compctmclso
?s
The classical theory of crystallisation of low molecular 
weight laàtefials assumes that the process cons lets of two stages » 
namelys
(l) nucléation, and (il) growth, 
which a r e  concurrent and initiated at t - o,
The theory states that in order for the cxystalline phase
to appear, stable nuclei of a certain critical sigs© must form out
of an equilibrium array of associated molecules which are present
in the molten substance above its melting point (Tm)o These 
nuclei, then, begin to grow until they are retarded or stopped 
by against other crystallites* The kinetics of
crystallisation» therefore» can be described under three sections 
as follows,
(a) Kinetics of nucléation»
(b) Kinatlos of growth,
(c) Overall kinetics including both micleatlon 
and grow th factors *
15
Kin©tica of BaGlGatio^n
Asoording to th© classioal nuclcation theory of Becker and
?6 Y 8
Boringp and Turnbnll and Fiachar^ the m t ©  of nuclei formation
in a cond©nsed syatem is gxven by the equation ^
c k   ^ ^  3 ' <l «Ç00l >900( t 0OP0SPSyX
where
M  is the Mucleation Rata and
.^ 0 - Activation energy of viscous flow which is required
for a unit to pass from the liquid to the crystal 
surface,
A F  ^ Th© free energy barrier or the difference between the 
fra© energies of the liquid and crystalline states o 
IKfp - A frequency factor which is almost independent of 
temperatureo
The free energy change In the formation of a nucleus
possesses a mazlmum value with respect to the sii?© of the
nucleus* The À F Is the height of the freca energy barrierâHîïwv
which must be overcome before ©table nuclei are formed* Nuclei
©mailer than the si^© corresponding to are thermodynamicallymass 0
unstable and %*edis0Olv©9 larger nuclei grow spontaneousIjo 
For the rate of nucléation of critical aigse nuclei^ 
then, the equation (X) assume© the form*
Expressions for m&Xo
The free energy term A? in (X) is the resultant of 
two opposing forces,
(a) The surface free energy associated with the new surface 
which is positive and proportional to the surface area,
(hj The hulk free energy of fusion which is negative and 
proportional to the volume,
The values of A? depend upon the geometry of the nuclei 
developed. The free energy of formation of a spherical nucleus 
is given by^
ZL 4 |T T ^ < 5 ^ ^  -  ^  . o * , o , , , o o o * o c
where r is the radius of the sphere and
4*^  - The Interfacial free energy per unit area 8
between the crystal and liquid surfaces, 
i i t g  « Bulk free energy of fusion per mole of 
substance «
For the diso^shaped* cylindrical nucleus 4F ^ ami*
Y ' U  ^  , 0 0 0 9 " 0( 4 )
where « the interfacial free energy per unit area for 
curved surface «
^  - The interfaoial free energy per unit area for the 
• two end surfaces*
IT
« th© radius and thlokmoas of the diso 
roBpootivolyo
The equations (5) o t  (4) oan bo u b q û  to ovalmto the
value of is?. (2) corrosponding to the aassimvm value of■* tUtW& o
r «- the ©rltieal rrlm of the nuoXeue, ean be-evaluated 
thermodyjiiaBiloaXly as ^
^vf « ~ 3A 8 «AHU -- 5?'-^“
4  ^1 “ J -4 îiU o 000O0ù(»,0p,900ûÉr00«<ï<i(5^
wherOj Sm ^  heat of fusion per !
Tm molting point, of the Gubatameo
T  Temperature of orystallleatioia
AT K, pogree of supercooling,
Now^on substitution of (5) 1?% (5) or (4) ami maximising 
it with raspoot to r* we get,
. . . . . . . . . . .  (6)
"iv-..— . # & Æ ë .
ÂEu, Â  Tasiid tf * 'A^'jwi^r^^ î^T'^'ïn* ,,,,,,o,,,,,,,,,*,*
for the sphoriôal mwleus and for the dise uuoleus*
‘TgÜ'otr .- H ' te^x") ^Tj r  . 0 , 0 , 0  0 0 0 0 , ,
y4 y tj)
aîî.d 1 4o m oooooooooooooooooool^l^a)
AHUo A T
2( ^  T
*^ ma3£ o <=w.Jn3iiiirj.t(4. OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO,
la
Now* substituting the values of P. , or Fg. max, inu max o ™
equation (2)* we got,
':6 V
(, o o o o a o Q o o , , ,N  ^ V^oL-v^ <^V ' -
r G(\ ^
W-= \ ^  -V (8b)
(8a)
T V  j
/^T"-
for the spherical and disc«shap©d nuclei respectivelyo It has * 
ho?/evor* been found that the activation energy for viscous flew* 
ioOo does not vary appreciably* just below and could be 
assumed to be temperature indépendant.
It can be seen from (8a » b) that a plot of log N 
versus should be linear In both case®.
Similar expressions have been obtained for linear or
^  s 
T A T
Tm® /
two-dimensional nuclei where the factor X m  A 
(8a«b) is roplaoèd by 4T0
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Application of the Nucléation Theory to Polymeric Systems
ft—  ‘rrrin-r^i-rrr'-i '1 i- " i* w     —  i-  ’^■^■^rr’^TT^Tr-nr -r-• r n * -i- — '      n i lyMirlmif n iH mih h hjh_ vnumi i i~ wip n i ,
Mandelkern first showed how the above theory can be
applied to polymeric systems. Assuming that nucléation rates
obey equations (2)* the free energy of formation of* say* a
dis©«shaped cylindrical nucleus will be
Surface free energy (cylinder. 4 sides ) = 
bulk freo energy of fusion*
If we amsume that a polymer disc nucleus consists of P polymer
chains with ^  repeating units in length 1 of the disc* then^
............ “« ( 9)
Where à . Include© the bulk free energy of fusion ( Af^ ) and
the surface free energy at the ends. On consideration of the
volume and surface area of each unit* it can be shown that the
nuÊîber of repeating units on the surface^
«, &
îâp} 00000,0 0, 0,,0600o(X
Similarly by applying the statistical theory of polymer©^ 
can be evaluated for a system having N polymer moleculee 
of X repeating units each ^
• I  .V R T  ^ X  . U  C
^  j (»
Vdiere B is a parameter varying between 0 and 1, The expression 
(11) could be put in the following simpler form on the aBsump-tio
that the number of repeating units i n  the Xongtli of a  moXeus 
i m B t  h o  much 3la©s than B t n o o  the oryetalllta length la 
muoh iQorj than the moloauXar length of the polymer-v^
rA g  Paf^ -> ETPlnB * , , , * o c , « , * 0 « * 0 , 0 ,0 ,
Thtta ^ 2 % ^  (up) ^  %P A f Q RT o Po Inl), ÿ,,,,,»,,»,,,,,, ( 15 )
ft ^
Maximising this ©xpreaclon (15) in the usual way* wo have^
A 1 r -  4" \l ^ X . ”T^rv^ Myc\ vAYVCQi^  ~ oooooooooo \ i*4 /
whore Y  ^ '-HTlnB asdj Af ^
\ \\\
On comparing equation (I4) with (?)* an ©xproeelon for D
is obtained.
' . ( ■X.S^ -N
J )  «>-\d J
The above expressions enable the dimension of the critical
siSQ nucleus to be calculated*
5 " té-m
p . « « C  _  « s ' , .  «.»
4«i:;?CW4*»e5a#r5?S:V M   ^ ^
wlierofrom oao ©aa obtain (I4) in the form,
max, e^ .=™. o c , o o o o o o o o p o o a o o , o , o o ( l4a}’d max, g  -  -  — g
-^ 'Eu ôf
Equation (Ma) la almost Identical to (7) above
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IClnetloB of Growth
 ^' I ■ .V fU^Tyrr *■ ■ #, CnmAmnft^ a
The growth of an existing nucleus will depend upon the 
geometry of the nucleus and will follow either of the two paths*
(a.) Tliree dimensional or spherical growth,
(h) Two dimensional growth^where it ia aasiuaed that the growth 
process consist© of repeated secondaiK^ c nucléations on 
the surface of the original nucleus*
The growth process is* I n w a y s ®  a continuation of 
the nucléation process and it 1% found that the theoretical 
equations for the growth are similar to those already derived 
for the nucléation mechanism© The essential difference between 
growth and nucléation is the different free energies required 
for each,  ^ for growth turns out to be less than for
nucléation*
The rate determining step for the growth process is the 
viscQu© flow of the polymer molecules from the surrounding melt*
If we define* G as the growth rate and replace N in (1)* we get*
Cîq - Cs\ O C T3 ' ^ o©oc,,,,oco (15)
Defining F as before and calculating F by maximising it with 
respect to r® we obtain the required expressions for the 
different modes of growth,
Thre© d^ilmou b ional growth
On rearranging (15) and substituting F for sphericalmax o
growth® as described before® we have the following expression 
for three dimensional growth*
2 2
Sl - L, G .  ËÛ _  .... (1
-J r  ™ RT
The expression (3,6) shows that a plot of log 4^ 
Should be linear©
^meneional f
Two obvious* distinct possibilities arise in this ©aso* 
a two dimensional growth following a three-dimensional 
nucléation process and two dimensional growth following a two 
dimensional nucléation»
Several different theoretical treatments have been 
given recently giving rise to final equations in which the 
growth rat© 0 has a different temp©ratux*e dependence. It is 
proposed to give one of these treatments* that of Bum,©t and 
McDevlt in fair detail and simply to quote the results of the 
other theories 0
Burnet°*McBq vit Treatment
Assuming the growth to proceed by a two dimensional 
surface nucleate—  ^“7 — ' F in (I5) as follows*
F 2 h If&fQ  o o ( i « i o o o t ) o a i > o 6 0 , o « a o o t , o o , o o ô
where on differentiation* and maximising F with respect to
we obtain^
Ç"
7 1 ^  - 3- U ' -  xrrx't a I  ç, - o «000040,0,00,0
O f  "f tL. -2i  -- —2-6_u .Ajcû. ............ o.
& T
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vJhBii A-fg is equated to ' on the assumption that over the
temperature Interval of interact* the entropy and heat of 
fusion remain constant,
How substituting the critical value of r from (.19) in 
(1 7) andthat of A f^ * we get ^
- ^ T
■fi'i/8 .fc® „ K A % m %
fa fS .f*rwaiwwnMmf3t?iAP» . JG
00 that*
AVu - X X X  ^  — Ta>  ..............(2C
eubetituting (EO) in (ig)* we get*
G, -- G a W  ejclp - T (21
which rearranging^
.Lg -_ .6^  ^6  E a _ _  _  J l i ^ k j L .  -T>> (gg
' ■ X.-i R T  X-'3,a.AVVu T A T
Which ©an be simplified to*
L^ ct r^ - :=L Vj)Q Gy ti —- .oo,«ooooooo{ft'
^ "T" ' J “T" \ A
5>2
tjtes . A ~ & 4r% I fflaâ B p I . I 1 . J L
T'A3\ ' ■
Equation (23a) is similar to that developed by other 
7Âa
workers for similar growth»
It 1© eXear that at high temperature or l©wâ>^s the factor
ï / will be ©hanging iRore pap idly than /î!» while at low 
7 Ï  AT
temperature or high ,4T-vaXueSp the opposite ?/ill be the case, 
ConaequentXyp one could expect a maximum in the G versus T curveo 
Also* a plot of log ^  against should be linear* the slope
of the line being proportional to 
Other treatments.
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Barnes ©t al have based their treatment on the fact that
spherulites are formed by dendritic growth and that new crystals 
are constantly nucleated on the surface of the old ones® increas­
ing the volume of the crystals, The growth takes place in 
radial direction.
Their final equation is*
ZL '^JVV G I o 00 *000 00 00 0 0(25)
where it is assumed that for nucléation controlled growth® the 
sphei'ulitic growth rate is proportional to the nucléation rate 
and that entire temperature dependence of H or G lies in the 
last exponential terra F® of the Turnbull expression* In 
expression (25)^Gq oîb@NO.e y/hor© es is the fraction of
area available for new crystals* and P  is a constant o
The equation (25) indicates that plots of log G against
• 1
Tf^T should be linear for two dimensional growth» Also* it 
pointe out that log G Ve, T should be linear for three
dimensional growth»
25
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The treatment of Rirai is based on the following 
assumptions, A two dimensional nucleus is generated on the 8ur< 
face and grows rapidly to a critical else. When it covers the 
whole surface® it stops growing* A new nucleus ia generated 
on the surface of the first and the process is repeated to give 
a layer°like structure»
This treatment further assumes that as the interfacial 
energy terras ® ) used in previous theories are practically 
impossible to measure, they should not appear in the final 
equations of any theory»
The final equation for the growth rat© is
» - - “>p • 0 o(24 i
where, d^, are the width and the length of a rectangular
parellopiped segment, AHm Is the heat of fusion per mole of the
segment and is the molt viscosity near the crystal surface»
The equation can be simplified as follows ^
(a) If is 7>->RoToTa^j. then,
Ü „ag,mT^ ^   ........(25:
^ ■*' / ^ R'f.aT f
(b) is HToTi8 9 then^
 ^ \ °  . . . . ......(26:
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If 4 T 50* equation (25) will be applicable * while im 
C&00# whore AT .^50* the 0 will be given by (26)» In more 
gonoral oaaes* it ia clear that log against 
©houM be linear and the olope of tho lino should onablo the 
values f or to be calculated *
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Overall crystallisation kin©tloss Basis of Avraml Equation
Avrami developed an expression for the ovorall crystallisa­
tion rat© of l o w  molecular weight materials by combining the 
effects of nucleus formation and the impingement of the growing 
centres,
It is assumed that the new phase is nucleated by the germ 
nuclei which exist in the old phase* Their effective number can 
be altered by the temperature and the deration of the supercooling 
They are generally heterogeneous and of subcritioal sise»
It is* further* supposed that these nuclei soon pass the 
region of alow growth beyond which the rate boeomes constant and® 
therefore* the incubation period can be neglected» The germ nude: 
tend to decrease in two ways » (!) by becoming active growth nude 
as a result ©f free energy fluctuations and (XX) by being 
absorbed by the growing crystalline phase*
Avrami Equation
Avrami deduced the following expression for the crystallisa­
tion process in simple compounds,
V
^ ^ exp (-Kt ) oooooooooooociooo (27 )
%  Vq
©r log (—log 0) M ho log to ,Qo<iooo()ooo<soooo{27a}
where® 0 ic the fraction remaining uncrystallised at any time, tg
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K* the overall rate constant Including growth and nucléation
factors and is an integral rate parameter varying between
1 and 4 depending upon the mode of growth,
0 can b© expressed either as a weight fraction (W) or
volume fraction (V) where the subscript L and 0 refer to the
liquid or uncrystallised amount at time t t and at t # 0
respectively «
The derivation of the equation given by Avrami is
90
mathematically extremely complex* but Evans has derived tho
equation using simple mathematical techniques based on the
0
pioneer work of Poisson,
For a 2-dimensional system® Evans® like Poisson* assumed
cu
that nuclei appear sparjf>dically on the plane surface giving rise to 
a, system of expanding circles» The chance for these circles * 
nmabering n® to pass over a point P within a certain tisae* t* is 
given by the Poisson’s formula®
^ ^ ' ~ ^  ^ 0 0 * 0 * * * 0 0 0 0 ,  0 , 0 0 ,  0 , 4  ( 28 )
wher© E is the expected number®
lat dpi bo the expected number arising from nuclei occurring 
I n  an annulus of width dr at a radial distance, r, from point ?»
E is obtained by integration from r ^ o to r vt where v is the 
constant radial velocity of each expanding circle »
The annulas has an area of 2|frodr, Any point* within 
the annulus* will be capable of nucleating circles z*eaching th©
29
point P during a period equal to (t - * Thus tho elementary
contribution dB will be®
cL't ^ 'X^T.d.-r. N (_t- X )  ...................(29
where N is a two-dimensional nucléation rate. If wg define H 
by stating that the number of nuclei, formed in time dt axid area
dA, will b© equal to N,dA«dt*% then%
E -  ^  . Ç  ......(30
Nov7® the chance that the point P will escape being
crossed by a circle initiated after is clearly*
^  :xG f  tz . E v\ o a * 0 0 o o e o o o e a o o * , o o
as imd@5? this condition* n ^ 0 and* therefore* and Ln are 
both unity. If this probability Is oj* we have
<. ^  ^  e- ....... 0.(52
where K cn &
If dust particles or other inclusions present are 
responsible for nucleating the expanding circles® then*the 
relation between a  and t will be different* In this case* 
the xiuo3ib©r of circles will be indicated by the nucléation 
density (O) which earn' b@ given in terms of the number of nuclei 
in an area dA* which is ^^dA, Also® aa the nuclei are fixed 
from t 83 0 to the end of the process* the conception of time 
in this case does not arise» Hence^the elementary contribution 
dEp in this case® is
„  R I\ . O  O t J 0 0 » O < » * ( l , t . O < . 0 * 4 O 0 0 o { 5 ^ }
so that*
and.
t - ‘Xrr ^  X, cLt t t ............(54)
<  -- e-'"" -- e ' “ .........(35)
where IC î^î
Based on the abo’v© principles and applying the neoessar-y 
ohapQ f&ctor&p the following expression© of Table 1 for #; eaa 
1)0 derived®
TAB IE 1* Expressions for œ for various simp© factors,
CX»TviVJ>43Tsi:tyT.'tTtjTCjii» te4V.4J;ti»LW*n*n; ewn*«Wi£lktv»MV««etirtWU*.‘«wiXflttTçy«%et**-r*U4
Growth Huoleation
P r e d e te r m in e d  n S p o r a d ic  n
I g-dlmensional erh( - “l-'B xh (_-» ) 4“
epheriilit© v v- l>
2 2-dimensional \ixb ) Z-B C-“ 3 ^
©Irole&i ^
3 ’ ’ fih>?ila3fr  ^  ^ C- — Z.
4 Sheaf exk L - 3 4 4^
where â :l8 the diameter of the fibrils and the other terms have 
their normal eignific&mce, Xf we designate the power of t as
and all the other tema except t as K* all these expresGKlons 
©an h© put into the form^
, J - f'4'-\
t > o « e i O * 9 « < > e < J t i O ( > o o o o 9 * * £ » n o ^ ^ O j '
where m has the same m3anlng a® @ .in th© Avrami equation.
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Avraiai Equation for Polymeric Byotoms
9 0
Mandelkern al^  applied th© principles on which Avraml
based his equation for simple substances* to polymeric systemis® 
and derived a similar expression for the crystallisation kinetics 
of such systems»
In B5y polymeric system undergoing crystallisation at a 
constant temperature* after a certain fraction of the material 
has crystallised* nucléation can only occur in the molten part 
and not throughout the whole bulk of the polymer. Also* there 
will always be impingement and other factors* leading to the 
retardation of ideal growth of crystals* Thus under such 
conditions* the actual amount of mass transformed from liquid 
phase to the crystal phase (dwe) will be less than the ideal 
or effective mass (dwe*) transformed, Because the nucléation 
is random * it can be assumed that In the vicinity of growing 
centres* the fraction of mass remaining untransformed is the 
same ae the total fraction uatransformod»
Consider a polymeric system of mas5s in which and 
are the masses transformed and untransformed respectively at time 
to If dw@ is the mass that ia transformed in a time interval dt 
and à V i ^ J  1b  the effective mass that could be transformed in the 
same time interval * then* it can b© aasuinod that the mass fraction 
transformed at t will be proportional to the mass fraction 
remaining untranaformed» Moreover* the actual fraction
that is transformed Xb. also assumed to be proportional to the 
effective fraction transformed* t h e  proportionality factor 
being , the reciprocal of th equilibrium degree of crystallln. 
ity or the mass fraction of the total system v/hlch eventually 
becomes transformed*
On the basis of the above assumptions® the following 
expression can be derived®
d W ^ (% d\y 000,0000(57)
mv <,1 -fa.   ......(58)
—  , Wo
combining (57) and (50)* we get 
dW
<=/-Aw'- - ” Hv,’ f“  .....  ..439)
[as Wq -
If now* ?/e assume ideal growth conditions with a linear 
radial growth rate G, thesSg the volume v^S (t®s) of a 
spherically growing centre at time t® which was initiated at 
time %  (where can be given by,
\3-y ...... ....,(40)
o
Similarly® tho effective maos ® transformed at "t%  is given 
by®
C.^3 ~  ^ i\5c C t ,-^ 5 . cZ7_ b„„oo»o.(-4-'^')
9 o
Where N is the nucléation rate per unit mass or volume and
M L  j" A5-C,' Lk,-z-) . %  ....... .(41a)
rj/ are deriait,ies o;f the liquid and oyyfltalline polymer
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respectively,
By substituting (40) in (4la)^7/e have,
fv£ Qi
"  ’ M r. M L A  c . M r  k - z f i
3 Vi 4 -I J
.Œ_ A ,  N C^ ' ........(42)
Hovj^differentiating (42) with, respect to ®t% we get®
cLv)<-’ctV=. A  .4dii
Yl
Under ideal conditions® equation (58) becomes 
A W c  vj. evoooe o o * o o o o a o Oo ( 5 U u )
c
Vvj
Now, on substituting (45) in (^Ga)* we obtain*
A\Ac - Tèi . iiL A
Vi C %
-  d A  .îs_. 'k^ .
The equation (44)%on integration.gives
W  C'-'dc -''»(■ V ” —  A  . N G, ) t\- VC
d ^ a Ÿ t O 0 Q 0 O P O O 6
When t h-3 Wgi ^ so that* 
K - log Wq 
Hence we obtain®
\ L'^fK '*' ™ '"-A . ^ -A , >^1 - V. *0**600 0000
u VO c'"X.O «L f i ^
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wo substitute the volume terme in place of weight
terms in (46) as®
y^ p ^ Pe^co S*"" and
0
^  E3 <^ )
then® T/e obtain
( G ^ 31 )    89 o O NG® O
^ " T T T T g r T )  5
0 Ko i > « e 4 0 O * D O a * 6 a o i ] a ( 4 ^ )
i)
log %w( _ m
Where K  .J^‘'g»Notv^  and may b© called the overall rate constant 
The effect of will be minor except for low values of X^c
Also® the values of in pure polymeric systems under examina­
tion for the small temperature Interval of interest do not effect 
the values of overall rat© constant K* as I-^y* generally® has a 
high value » might become important in systems such as 
polymer-diluent mixtures or copolymer^polymer mixtures where 
3y  may be small* These oases are discussed later®
J.n a process involving cylindrical growth® the following 
expression is obtained*
log c^= I o o ^  Kot^ 00,»,0000*
where Ig is the thicknaea of the dise aad K «Æg« loN.6^^ is
the rate coaetaaito
Eîîpx’esBions used for Experimental Verification
The theoretical e^preeelonc developed above can he 
expressed In a form which can be eubjeoted to direct experi® 
mental verification <&
If w© aixbstitut© the following ^
Wq ^ p©V@ P (t p^Vq (t
and ^ (^t - Vg)p then^ x m  obtainp
S’" 1
les *" c!w^* "  ^%a *o<J»oooo(ioo0ooooooo0oo«>
whero K  ^  rate constant for spherical or cylindrical growth® 
and ®n® denotes the integer which appears in equations (4?) and 
(40) aboveo
®ho expression (49) can be related to @ in the following 
way*o $ is the volume fraction remaining uncrystallised at 
time to whichp by definition® will be®
rafeOTOtoy one oTstains j, that the ®3cp.TOssion „
'^0 I
a
Equation (49)9 now® aosumse tho form®
log 0 tst « ÏC 0 I) “ %C t oaooaoe«oeooeoi)acee()D(49^
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amsimlng that the effect o f  is small exoept at low values
as explained e&rllero
I’he Avraml expression suggests that plots of © agalnet log
t should b© sigmoidal and a plot of the values of log(«loggl)
against log t should he linearo In the latter oaso® tho slope
of the lino will define the parameter «n® charaoterietio of
the modo of growth and its intercept will give tho values for
IC which includes both the nucléation and growth factors<,
If one assumes the values of “n® arbitrarily® and plots 
. r \
© 'egainst log't® one will obtain plots for valons values of *n* 
which may be compared with the experimentally observed plots* 
Also® 6 against log t plots should be superposable by rüsoall&ng 
each plot on the time scale® if the crystallisation mechanism 
romains constant throughout at all temperatures*
The expression (4^a) suggests® altornatlvely^that values 
of can bo obtained for each stage of the crystallisation 
process by differentiating the original equation® thus obtaining
0 ©
thé expresss.on
r, YV  a.u,c,«,*,0.4oo (49b)
Cl-t/ -
YaluQs of can be obtained from successive pairs
of resultso A plot of against ht « 1^13 confirm
whether n  is constant or variable throughput the processo
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Eolation between Mlorosooplo Résulta and Overall Kinetics
It is clear from the a,bov@ derivation (4?) that the mt© 
constant ^
K  % -L.
M
for three-dimensional spherical growth indicating it to be a 
combined effect of density® nucléation and growth factors during 
the crystallisation process* If we assume that the density 
of the ti70 phases remains constant during the process® and th© 
mhape also remains the same after nucléation® we find that^
K 0 ooo*ooo(>*c>oo*eaoo*o*ooDt>*(^0)
The microscopic observations supply the necessary data regarding 
the micleation rate per unit volume and the growth rates of 
spherulites at different temperatures» Hence it is possible to 
calculate independently® the rate constant^from microscopic 
data*
It is® then® interesting to compare the values of K 
obtained by this method and by the intercepts of the Avrami 
plots* This procedure enables information about the actual 
growth mechanism to be obtained»
Comparison of Experiment and Theory
The mathematical theory described above has been applied 
to interpret the results obtained for the crystallisation of 
many types of polymer» Mand'^.kern attempted to define th© 
nucléation and growth mechanism for the crystallisation of
on the basis of th© results of 
Molmtyro* He found that both the plots of log (Î against Tja®/m ^y i J, '*
and log G vs were raasonably linear and® thus® he was
unable to choose between the two possible mochanlsma* The
86 T6 97V
results of Price and others® hov/over® are In better agree-
meat with a two-dimensional growth mechanism* though* If th©
experimental va3.ues of are Increased slightly (i<,©o &)
T i the results mo^*- satisfy the three dimensional mechanism.
32.
Tho ï'acent comparative study by Limbert and Baer on various
polyme?za have confirmed the two dimensional growth mechanism
which could be represented by any of the varioiia linear plota
devised for the process* However * they have p:t)inted out that
values obtained from slopes of the plots are nearly double
the directly measured value when the Hiral equations are used*
The experimental results confirm the dependence of H and G
on temperature and a maximum in G has been foimd in those oe.s©s
where large temperature ranges have been studied* It has bean
found that with larger AT * the number of nuclei inoreasos
while their sl^e diminishes*
Mandalkern has Interpreted his results o n  the basis of
homogeneous nucléation* However* persistence of nuclei in tho
8-a »S8
melt above has been found in many cases* The studies
on catalysed and induced nucléation .have also been found to obey 
the Avrami expression except that they reduce the value of
28
rate parameter n by 1 or more than I imlt* Moreover* at lower 
^T®Sp homogeneous nuoXeatlon seems to be preferred*
The rate parameter-n
The experimental results of the kinetic analysis of the 
crystallisation process in polymers show that the major part of 
th© process follows the Avraml equation provided there are no 
'sompliaating factors such as secondary crystallisation and 
simultaneous growth* The temperature dependence of tho process 
shows it to be nucléation controlled* The © against log t 
plots have been* generally* found to be superposablo except in 
the case of branched polythene^^and poXymer«dlluei?.t systems 
at low ^,T^0o
Th© Avrami expression defines the mechanism of the process 
where the rate parameter® ‘'n®* is assumed or known* The earlier 
results gave values of n varying between 2 and 4« But recently
GÜ
abnormal values® ioOo below 2 and above 4s and fractional 
@<3
values have been reported in many * The cause of this
behaviour remains to be explained* It has also been suggested
Ob
that n  varies with temperature according to the expression^
V- ^ î\ — — —^  *ooo*»o*oo0*oocc( ^3, )
Morgan^ reported that at higher temperatures* the process might 
be sporadic ( 1 * e * n  4) or p re -do t ermlnod (n ^ g)® but with 
the incrcaj^Q in there is change in the kinetics of 
cryatalliimtion from n 4 to n  3 or 2 in the cae© of EST?
40
S624B-i949®G and PBMA between 160"IT0*G* Barn©® ©t al
a l a o  report change In ’n® ¥alu©® in 3?E0p from the initial to final
8t&g© Q f  the crystallisation prooosa at the ©am© températureo
Also(7 it has been found in some oases ^ besides being fmetional^
n has a maximum ^alue at some é.1% below and above which it 
e?
decreases* The fractional values of n have been subject to
a©
much critical examination reoex&tlyo
The earlier results have included induction period in th©
time scaleo It ha® been suggested that this inclusion oauses
80
n to be fractional* Allen studied PHlJlA and obtained Avrami 
plots excluding the induction period* But the values of ®n® 
are found to bo less than the values obtained by direct oboerm- 
tion of the growth process* Recently Magi11 has reported 
the same results* Bybnikarp howeverg finds that fractional 
values of '’n'> disappear on exclusion of the induction period 
from the ti&e scale*
Avrami plots reported in the literature have generally 
been non-linear at the initial and final stages at low This 
fact was not taken into account until recently as most of the 
process - up to 97 por oont « was linear « and the fractional
values of n wore assumed to be du© to experimental uncertainty*
{5.'/ 88
The results of Hutamo and Kambara?' Sharpies and other©p howeverp
have now indicated that fractional and constant values of ®n® 
at tV\e_ aame are a general rule rather than an exception*
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Suggested Modification©
The noïi°linearity of Avrami plots and the fractional values
of the rate parameter Buggest that there is need to introduce
some additional parameter besides K and n  in the Avraml equation
Bavioka and Kovaos suggested simultaneous nucléation occurring
during the process and suggested a modified plot on the basis of
reduced orjstalllnity Z* Keith and Padden mention a decrease
in molecular mobility as possible cause for these variations*
00
Sharpies et aX have recently rejected the idea of simultaneous
occurring processes in the ease of PDTP and PS* It is suggested 
that out of the three assumptions* i*0o (a) a random and constant 
nucléation^ (b) constant rat© of growth and (c) constant density 
of the crystalline phase* on which the Avrami equation Is based*
one - the last one* must be in error* Johnson and Farrow have
also shown that in drawn PFTP* the absence of a linear relation^ 
ship between spécifia volume and arystalXinity indicates that 
the density of the amorphous material might not be remaining 
constant* A modified Avrami equation* including a contribution 
from this factor has been proposed*
Q ^  ^  eXp ( L <3 At ' ) O O o * * ( > * 0 0 0 0 4 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 * ^ 9 ^ }
ira
where K  1© the rate constant excluding density contribution which 
are At° « At m ^ o* n ^ 4o but when m )*@p n will have smaller
and generally fractional values. This expression aw&its 
experimental verification*
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OomparleoB with Microeoopio Résulta 
8S
Morgan obtained K values for P M A  and PETP by both'- 
density change and mlcrosGopio*»m©thodSo Those values wer© of 
the same order of magnitude* McIntyre also obtained a 
similar order of magnituxl^i in the K values of polydeoamethylon® 
©ebacat© by dilatometry and microscopy* Their microscopic 
results also support the assumption that the growth rate is 
linear and constant at any ^ vT* The number of nuclei per unit 
volume also becomes constant after a short initial stage* These 
observations give support to the assumptions mad© im the dériva® 
tion of the Avrami equation*
It has* recently* been found that the values of the rat® 
parameter n obtained dilatometrically* do not* In some cases* 
agre© with microscopic observations* These results lead to a 
value of 5 03? 4 n according as the growth is predetermined or 
sporadic* But actual dilatometric experiments have given values 
of 1 ® 2o
C H A P T E R  IIIrï; ESC» s:; ES au
Crystallisation Kinetics of Polymer-Diluent Systems
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}xaa_po^,Hts of Polymer-fiiluoat Systems
aj^ ÿ^a3qpt£Lfe-ttj5gtoaiTs\piftg?*JtJg«iwfc^rt«;an*ttteig^t-aah-«ÆfXA<tt3ifiL*trasraityÿ'is>ajtf jc*rcs^
The addition of & low molecular weight diluent to a
somi«ory©tal.llne polymer dopresses the molting point of tho
Sâ 984
polymer according to the forraula*
j ,i_ __ Hzi -0-, _............. ......... .(52^
T.-,x '■ Avvu’ v,',
whore ^
5 Tgi ^ molting point© of polymer and polymer ■'-diluent
sjfâtoKi respectively*
^ Molar volume of the repeating unit,
¥p Molar volume of the diluent.
Heat of fusion per mole of repeating unit*.
4^ Volume fraction of the diluent
B ® Interaction Parameter
R K3 Gas Constant
The expression ($2^ is analogous to the equation relating
‘ the variation of the freezing point of a binary liquid
mixture to the composition of the mixture*
From equation it ©an be seen that a plot of
9
I “ I / V*
C?r™ versus Should be linear* enabling values of &H%
Ma Am / ^
and B to be calculated from experimentally measured melting 
pointSo ^ Hu ought to be independent of the nature of the 
diluento
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The addition of diluent to a polymor causas th© viscosity 
of t W  system to decrease which tends to an iuorease in 
crystallisation rate (K.. )* Also* it might bo Gxpected that the 
rate of auoloatioa might deo^oaso owing to the prosenos of the 
diluent® These two ooxicentration dependent axid opposing foraes 
are* therefore* operative in such système and it is tho dominance 
of one or the other t/hioh defines the overall rate*
04
Mandelkern observed that polymer-diluent systems should 
follow tho same goxieral principles as bulk polymer systems* The 
crystallisation process * therefore * can be explained on the basis 
of expressions developed in the previous chapter with some extra 
terms included to take into account the presence of the diluents* 
The two basic additional assumptions are*
(a) Tho added diluent* generally of lower molecular weight* is 
assumed to be excluded from the crystal lattice fommed by the 
polymer*
(b) The nuclol\ are assumed to grow randomly throughout the mass 
and the actual crystallisation rate is calculated by considering 
the increase in mass of an average growing centre developing
in the space actually available for transformation*
The nucléation rate Is given liy the Turnbull expression* 
as before*
N  - NalT.) exip -- C
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The formation of a critical siss© nucleus require® the
replacement of by ? * This value has been evaluated on ^ max o
(eb )
the principles already described* and can be expressed
AV- -   (53)
A  Vhv . A \ AHh^ '. A'T^
where Vg is the volume fraction of the polymer* The first term 
in this expression is identical to that for bulk polymers while 
the second term arises from the consideration of the probability 
of selecting the number of polymer segments required to form a 
critical ©is© nucleus from the polymer diluent mixture.
By substituting^F^p^ in the nucléation rat© expression 
ab@v©g we get
a;
H «. Hq (ï )0kp \= 1 lnval..(54)
whioh describes the process of nucléation in the polymer.-diluent 
system*
The growth of the critical sis© nucleus can be treated 
similarly*
Cn - G o  e x \ >
Izi polymer«dilu©nt systarns* Qq and Ep will vary with 
composition while it may be assumed that they are temperature 
Indepond^to over the small temperature rang© of interest* Thus 
for the disc shaped nucleus to grow spherically*
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G m G. e3cp(=‘®^^m = 4- ^
° RÎ,&H„s.Ê,TS-
and for the same nuolaua accompanied by disc growth*
G *•'» Gq ©xp(®‘ -^ 1^ 1 ‘=* "%iuiÊ.LgZÉL:.^^ 4 A
(\ - 4'\ <6^ . T \ ^ . X
These expressions have only minor differences in the first torm
of tho exponential and load to nearly the same temperature
coefficient of the rate constant (iCs or Kd)*
These expressions indicate that a plot of log Q  against
g» should be linear and its slope should bo greater with
larger amount of diluent *
Expression for two dimensional growth of the nucleus can
be derived which are similar to the bulk polymer systems in
v<hlch case log G® should be linear*
Overall Crystallisation Rat©
The kinetic studies on polymor®dlluent systems have shown
that these systems also follow the Avrami expression during the
crystallisation process subject to the assumptions described
hKe-
earlier* If 21 is assumed to be/ fraction of the total mass* ®
/f-
polymer and diluent* that is crystalline at equilibriums then* 
we have as befor®*
where K is the rate constant including Q and density termso 
Theexpresalon indicates that the process' should follow
4T
a sigmoidal path and that log(«log 8) againat lag t should b© 
linear* The slope of the line will define ®n« while the intercept
fke
will give TOlues for K®/rate, constant *
T
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Flory 3 Mandelkern and oo^workors have made experimental 
dilatometric studies on a few polymer-diluent aystems and have 
applied the theoretical considerations described above to their 
results* The melting process of those systems has been observed 
to bo broadened in ras'J^ e by a factor of 2 in contrast to bulk 
polymers, The thermodynamic studies have confirmed the linear 
relationship b e t w e e n T h e i r  plota have 
been applied to deduce values of and B, It has been foxmd 
that being a molecular property of the crystallising unit
is independent of the imture of tha diluent*
The studies on crystallisation kinetics of polymer-diluent 
systems indicate that these systems follow a sigmoidal path during 
the process v j h m  ê  is plotted against log t, Those isotherms 
ar© reasonably suporpoaabl©* But as the concentration of the 
diluent increases* this superposability becomes qualitative 
rather than quanti tat. iVQ^in most cases g the Avrami plots s%re 
curved and only approximate values o f  n  and K can bo obtained*
For a given degree of supercooling (AT)* the overall 
valuta of 1C for th© more, concentrated solutions are similar 
to those obtained for pure polymer* This agreement disappears
at higher dilution® It seems it beoomes more difficult for
crystalXinity to develop ao the concentration of diluent increases * 
ell
Results have been reported where superposable plots have
been obtained In very dilute solutions ®Oo25 per cent* It has
been found that In dilute solutions* the crystallinity develops
at a measurable rate much nearer to than in built polymers *
Reasons for Present Work®
It is seen from above that only dilatomotric results have
bean obtained for polymer-diluent systems * This method alone
is not sufficient to give all the Information required to define
the mechanism oX growth and nucléation, Microscopic data are
9 4
clearly required* In a brief exploratory projeet^Park studied 
a polyox®diphenyl ether (isl) system in this way and was able to 
confirm qualitatively that the rate constants expressed by
K ^
(^ould be related and that log K  against ® is linear *
The present studies have been initiated by these observations*
They are aimed at examining the kinetic behaviour of polymer and 
polymer-diluent systems la more detail and to see whether 
dilatomefcric results could be correlated with mlorosoopic ones 
as has been done for bulk polymers*
The available evidence seemed t@ indicate that polymer- 
diluent systems at moderate concentratlojas do not obey th©
simple Avrami equation leading to the conclusion that at least 
on© of the basic assumptions in the development of the equation 
is in error* Tho two most obvious being (a) constant rate of 
growth of sphorulites and (b) constant rate of nucléation*
Microscopic results enable these two assumptions to be 
tested and If either or both are found to be disobeyed* a 
modified form of the Avrami equation might be suggested to take 
this into account*
In order that self®oonsistont results be obtained* a full 
dilatometrlc study should ba carried out using exact:ly the same 
materials *
0 E A P T E R IFsa C3 Ï3 ta îS EÎ es E3 E» SS Sî KJ tra Eli S3 S3
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Materials
trot
Poly(athylea© oxide) polymer wae supplied by Hmloa 
Garb Id® Go* Ltd* under their trade name Polyox®?/SH®35‘>
Th0 polymer was used throughout these studios as received*
Tho sample has boon found to ho up to 95 oont crystalline 
and to have an average density of I*20 gm* cm* * The 
equilibrium melting point  ^ T | t h i s  polymer was found
04
by dilatometry to be 66*0®G in exact agreement with Mandolkern
02
and a little leas than the value reported by Sharpies for the
©me material but with a different thermal history*
Bi-othyX sebacate ® with code Ho* 4252 under British 
Spécifications (Hand H) was used as diluent without further 
purification* Tho densities of the molten polymer and the 
diluent wor© measured at two temperatures and the density was 
assumed to vary linearly with temperature* Tho densities of 
various polymer-diluent mixtures in the molten state was 
calculated by assuming no volume change on mixing*
Polymer^dfluent ^Mixtures
The polymer - diluent mixture® were prepared by weighing 
tho required amounts of the polymer and the diluent in a clean 
and dried dish and melting the mixture at 100 ^ 5”Q for 15-20 
minutes. Stirring was continued until the mixing was complet©* 
After a uniform mixture was obtained* It was again heated for 
5«lO minu%08 and then allowed to cool under gradual but
SI
uncontrolled conditions * Xt v/as observed that visible spherulüKï 
formed at different spot® in the molt* Tho cool mixture was 
then weighed and the loss in weight v m s  assumed to be due to 
loss of diluent* A consequent correction was a,ppXi©d to 
©aloulate the weight per oent composition of tho mixture, These 
mixtures were used for dllatomotric studies*
Dllatometry*
The equilibrium melting temperatures of the bulk and 
diluent blondod polymer were determined by dilatometry, The 
same method was also used to obtain plots of volume change 
agaiïiBt time to study the rate of crystallisation at different 
temperatures,
The dilatometor (fig* 1) used was a modified form^^ of
the conventional sealed or H®typ© described by Wood and
00 86 
B^kkeduhl and Barnes et al* It consisted of two different
parts
(a) Tho bulb" and
(b) the measuring oapillary
The b u %  v/as a atalalesa et eel cylinder p 5ol om* high 
1*5 ©ÎÜO Oodo and 1*3 om* i do with a flang:.42:c\ top 0*30 cm* high 
and 2* 50 cm* in diametery. This held appx'oximately 4'=='5 gm^ 
materials about half that described ourlioro
F I G  / D  I L A T O M E T E R
/ O . S O C  K E T
O
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The oapillary consisted of a omo 3.ongth of I9OO mrao
internal diameter precision bore Veridla glass tubing sealed 
to a B«IO sooket at one end and to a (|uiGkfit flange o n  the 
othero The two parte we re connected through the flanged joints 
clamped tightly togetherp which were lightly greased with 
silicone vacuum grease to render them vaeuum^tight*
Filling of Bilatometer
To fill the dilatometerp the bulla, was v/ashed seveml times 
with chloroform and dried* The required amount of about loO gm* 
of bulk polymer or a similar bulk««©quivalent weight of polymer- 
diluent mixture was put into the bulb and weighed aocuratelyo 
The bulb vias then kept in the oven at 100 5®0 for 15«20 min*
and allowed to cool slowlyp the thermal history being similar
04
to that described before * It was reweighed to confiz*m 
constancy in weight* The capillary was then connected to it,
The dllatometer was afterwarda* evacuated for two h©uons 
and filled with mercuryp in the usual way g under vacuum* The 
weight of mercury in tho dilatometor could be determined by the 
difference in the weights of mercury before and after the 
filling*
Working Technique*
The dilatometer was placed in a  boiling water bath for 
exactly go min* prior* to each kinesic experiment* Tho height
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of the meroury ooXumn in the capillary as a function of time 
was measured using a X-metre cath&tometer manufactured by tho 
Precision Tool and Instrument Company* This could be read to 
0*01 mm*
When filled with bulk polymer* the dilatometor took almost 
fihwffe three minutes to reach thermal equilibrium with the 
thermostat bath* after whioh readings could begin* When 
filled with polymer--diluent mixtures* the equilibration 
time increased to about six minutes in the worst oasOo
The crystallisation or melting experiments were carried 
out in a rectangular thermostat of conventional design*
Water v;as used as the thermostat fluid in contrast to silicone 
oil baths used earlier. Constant temperature v/as maintained 
using a  mercury-toluene regulator in conjunction with a 
Sunvio hot wire switch* to within 2  0*01*^0 over periods of 
several days*
Microscopy- (a) Sample Preparation
The samples of the bulk polymer or polymer-diluent 
mixtures* prepared as described above were used without 
any further treatment for microscopic exsminatiOBo
The cover glasses used for this work were obtained 
from Chance Bros* They were 16 mm* in diameter* and they 
weighed Ü0OI5 0nu each on average with an overage thickness ©f
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Ool5 mmp These ©over slips wera washed many times with 
95^ alcohol and then polished with soft KJKOTE tissue papers 
before they v/er© used* They were* thon* kept la xylene and 
used when required* This olea&lng and polishing process was 
adopted to exclude heterogeneities from the suz'face and has been 
used earlier*
Bulk-Folymor Sample
A small amount (o*l m.g« ) of the polymer was placed oxi 
a ©learn and dry ooverglass and was allowed to melt for not less 
than 10 minutes (max* 15 miUo ) at 100 ^  when the melt seemed 
to he uniform* Another cover slip was* thon* placed on this 
melt* and pressed so as to spread the molt uniformly over the 
whole area* The heating v/êis continued for about five minutes 
more and the sample was* thon* quickly transferred (l second) 
to the thermostatted block for examination*
Polymer^dlluent Samples
These samples were prepared in a similar way* but as 
the dilution increased* the time required for melting was very 
much reduced* The melting tioie up to a  IgJ mixture was 
approximately a minute but for the more dilute- solutions* only 
10 seconde heating was used to avoid loss of diluent* At the 
highest diluent concentration* the loss in weight due to 
diluent vaporisation v/ao less than 5 cent, It appeared* 
however* that the melting was complote and uniform»
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In a l l  the microscopic experiments? the samples were 
kept in a dessloator prior to their use and they wore discarded 
if mor© than seven days old* Preliminary work showed that each 
sample oould bo used up to three oucoesaivo times without any 
dogradatlTe changes* Occasionally different samples* of what 
was apparently the same material* showed varying growth rateoo 
Up to 50 per oont variation was observed,in extreme oases* The 
reoults presented later are the averages of from 5 to 5 separate 
experiments *
To minimise stray heat losses or çsaaafel cooling air
currents on the surface of the samples* a covering device was 
used in all the microscopic experiments*
Growth Ëate Measurements » Microscope
These were made on a Beck Model 50OO - microscope with 
X6 eyepiece and XI5 objective* The field of observation was 
2(.32 mm.; which oould bo read from a mioi’osoaXe put under the 
eyepiece * each division of whioh corresponded to 0*0232 mm*
Tho microscope was fitted with a device by whioh the readings 
could be taken under direct light or polarised light*
The hot=stago of the microscope was desigxmd in these 
laboratories and is shown in figure (2)0
It consists of a rectangular brass block with a central
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hole and t v o  holes drilled i x h its sides horiîsontallyo
5?h® thermometer for roGordlm^ the temporature is plaoed Im omo of
thoso holes and in tho other is fitted the thermistor which was
used to regulate the temperatuTQu (Shown as T and 'i?H in Figo2)
The heating element was a, thin niohrome wire whioh was
passGcl through a aeries of eiroular holes into the brace block»
This V Î B . B kept insulated from the block by small porcelain heads ^ 3
end^of these tiiroe were oonneoted to the automatic control system
described belowp through two variac transformôrso The heating
block was thermally insulated by a thick jaokot of
compressed asbestos powdero
The light source for the microscope was o, 6 volt^ 48 watt
î^ aîsda projector lamp*
Automatic Temperature Control System»
The thermistors placed in one @f the cavities of the
heating block? wa,s made ^ne arisi of n ldheatetone brMg&*o
When theV^ tinigo was balancedp the light reflected from the
Bpot<-galvanameter in the circuit fell on a photocello The
photocell was connected to the electronic relay which caused
tho current through the blocksheater to increase« The increase
in température and oonsoquent deoroaee in the resistance of
the thermistor oausod an out^of^balanco current to flow through
the spot galvanometer» The light spot moved off tho photo-cell 
and the ouvrent through the block heater was decreased. The
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temperature control of tho system was better than 0o05®G 
B^porlmontal Observation of Growth Bate
>lfi.*aTiPfcM II> ,1I ■■ III i‘»w\i'i*.LkLij I %y w mi# tuA’mn^ j^ MsnyctruOwc ii i wn.i'wr «iTMV»if»*icnMjM*iAysV.JrF^
The samples used for growth rato (C=) measurements wero 
approximately lOO^uthick. The thickness of the samples was 
measured using a micrometer after sn experiment was performed»
T h o  effect of the soiaple thickness on growth rate was studied»
When the molten samples were transferred to the thormostatte 
hot atag©p the field of view was initially dark when viewed botwee 
the crossed polaroide. The field gradually brightened and? 
depending upon the temperature? tho sphorulites began to appear 
at random points» At the lower temperatures? loOoA^T >15*^0? 
the number of spherulites? appearing? was largo ? but at higher 
temperatures? usually only ona spherulite appeared i x i the field 
of viowo The growth^rato of a selected spherulite vms measured 
using the built-in oyo-pioco scaleo -The necessary plots of
spherulit© radius as a function of time were? then? obtained 
at different températures,
The reproducibility of the growth rates for the same 
sample was good but it varied for different samples, Repeat 
experiments on the same samples at a constant temperature showed 
the spherulites appearing in the same position aa before, A 
sample used for repeated measurements at different temperatures 
behaved? as ©xpeoted? the growth rate varying by a factor of 
approximately 2 per 2^0 change in the temperature»
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Determination of HucXeation Hate
Tif h».il k#,M , j.L*'
The nucléation rates were determined by counting tho number 
of spheruXites formed in tho samples kept between cover slips at 
each particular temperature. The number of epherulitej was observe 
through a magnifying glass. The thickness of the sample was 
Imown from the difference between the total thickness and th@ 
thickness of the slides. The volume of the specimen was calculate
V  lEaSH3 iw«w=™=»
4
where ®d” is the diamotor of the slips (l6 mm, )
As with growth rates? the nucléation rat® also varied with
temperature at approximately the same rate? the number of nucleii
becoming less and less at the higher temperatures. It was seen?
however? that the nucléation started at the sides rather than
in the centre of the samples. These experiments had also a
rang© of variability and it is the average of three to five
©xperiraénts on the same sample at the same temperature which is
presented later in the results section.
Photographic Experiments
Some of the microscopic observations have been recorded
photographically using a Beck-mioroscop© camera which could be
fitted on to the polarising microscope in place of the eye-pieceo
The camera was provided with an automatic exposure-time control 
system, film was used throughout the work with seconds
time of exposure.
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The photographs presented in this thesis were takon to 
obtain structural detail© of the spherwlltes and to verify the 
effoot of o.butfa©nt of two opiiernlitea, The mucleation of two 
apherulitaa was effected by allowing a suitable time-‘-’interval 
(10-55 secondsj during the transfer of the slides from the hot 
plate at lOO'^ G to the therraostatted block.
C H â P T Sî H ?o rj M o «3 S! E“3 Ml t'4i la; fie 13 sïiî c iï=i Kï £'«
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The results of the present studies are 
p3?©s@nted in three ©©ation®^ namaljp 
(l) Bilatometri©
(S) Mioro©©opia and 
(3) Photograph!©
The !nter«r©lat>ionsh!p ©f the three types 
of measurement will be established in the 
Dieoussion Seotlom*
BXMTOIWEXQ BESULTB 
Measurement o f  Equilibrium Melting Points (Tî)
Slow heating rates (l®0 rise in 12 teo) were employed for 
the determination of the equilibrium melting temperatures* The 
results shown In figure (3) are similar to those obserwed by 
previous workers in that the melting rang© is about ÿ’^G in the 
ease of the bulk polymer and about 10°G for the poXymor^diluent 
mlætureso It ie seen that a plot of against is linear 
andg thus equation ( 3 %'Aoan be used to obtain values of and
B] Values of T %  AH,, and B are given in the Table (2)* The^ i!n U
value of à  compares reasonably well with the values obtained 
7^
by Mande Ike rn for the earn© polymer» but of different molo wt*
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The rat@8 o f 'erystalliBation at various tamperaturma below 
the equilibrium molting tomp‘©ra.tur© » can W  oaloulatod from 
the Chang© in volume with time during the processo In practice* 
and for oonvonionc©p the relative values of volume change in 
the crystallising polymer with time could h© calculated directly 
from the dllatometric heights g ioOo
t^, " '«'..o _ \  “
A typical set of data has been given In table (5) with 
the corresponding plots In figur© (4)0 The heights have been 
adjusted to the same initial level for better présentâtiono It 
can bo concluded from the observations that PKO does not show 
any secondary crystallisation-blether abnormality*oIt isg hoimver9 
clear that the ©zystallinity developed In the polymer below 
50®G is about 5 p©rcc©nt higher than the crystallinity developed 
above that temperature* The apparent induction period which 
occurs before a  detectable amount of erystallinity seta in, can 
also be seen from the figure (4), This induction period has 
been shown to vary The plots show that the rate
of crystallisation^ at the beginning^ is very slowp but gradually 
it increases to a maximum and then slows down as the crystallisa­
tion ceaeeso
TABLE 3 .C(1t:4.'Zr^lL5%!T= P"
■‘îVïS'tesl Blla'üJoiBstrtc Data Tox> Bialk Polymer csr-ycitalliaQd
■fflt d tf^aram t tempera ttss'ea (T.e)
¥ t  0 0^ 00B)|>10 XoOpOS gcu « 669=559°%
Im l t t a l  d lla to m e tir ie  helghi: a hg = 6 ol»7 cm»
% ffiî /i-9® 51®C 530 g
Time h t  Time h t Time h t
0 -  8 60W  0 -  19 6 .4 7 0 - 6 3  6 .47
î.« 6 .3 9 83 6 .4 8 76 6 '4 8
18 6 .87 30 6 .3 3 9% 6 .3 3
13 6 .08 37 6 .8 0 110 6 «88
lé 3.9% 40 6 ,1 0 132 6 .8 0
19 5 .4 9 44 S .98 138 6 .05
81 5.22 48 5 .8 8 174 5 .9 4
23 4 .9 1 53 5 .6 1 192. 5 .79
% h .65 58 5 .3 9 SIO 5 .68
27 4 .3 8 63 5 .18 S32 5 .39
30 3 .9 6 69 4 .8 6 250 5 .2 0
33 3 .3 9 76 4 .3 3 274 4 ,95
36 3 .2 7 84 4 .1 8 300 4 .6 3
ko '3 .94 91 3 .9 0 330 4 .27
tî3 S 0 64 lo i 3 .4 5 360 3 .97
k9 8 .45 110 3 .18 400 3 .5 9
5% 2 .34 12s 8,9® 440 3 .2 6
58 â .87 138 8 .75 480 2 .92
63 S .20 145 S. 54 330 2 .72
76.c ffï3ï 2 üH 159 8 .40 630 8 .5 0
176 '=•0® 8'.89 910 c.%) 8 . ®9
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wax’© repeated on the samo sample ( f 5) 
and on a Aosh sample and table 4 summarlsos tho results p showing 
the reproduoibility and oha^^e incrystalliaatlom behaviour of 
the aamploso ïho weight of the fresh sample was almost idontioal 
to that of the first sample*
Tho ©ample with the same thermal history behaves in the 
same way at the same temperature with about ^«5 per cent 
variation,) but the kino tics of the repeat ©ample© seem to be 
different o Highore crystal Unity Is developed and the values 
are also reducodo ®n* is reasonably constant for all samples 
and repeat*
The limit of temperature range for the dlXatomotrio 
studio G has boon from 4 7 *G to 53^0 ? requiring fx’om 4 0  to 9 IO 
minutes for completion of th© runs * Below 47^Op the crystallise» 
tion would bo too fast to study accurately and above 5 3 too 
m low 0
Overall Crystallisation of Polymor»diluent Systems
t2rr,<iVîîrt5îîrTï:Fi^ïsM;tcr6fL<vx»r;sm-^eifiïT<i^CTSttm^AtSv;M47îrSU'^vC*rt55;tïrttti‘fî-taÿ?;rUm-.eï4KtoZ55Œ^^
The isothermal rates of crystallisation of tho polyox»d:i» 
ethyl Qobacate system in the concentration rang© of 50«S9 weight 
per cent diluent were studiedo A selection of representative 
results is shown in figures (6»1X) depicting the dilatometri© 
result© fox" the mixturesp and each run ioeumm&rised in table#
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TABLE 7 .• Summary of Dilatoroetrtc1 Résulta — Mixture C
&T ho - haa ri
(#1.0 17 5.12 (# 12.5 Constant.
Vo1o ohange
(#2.0 16 5.16 5 17,0 up to
(#3.0 15 5.15 6 28.0 ÙT 3 12
(#(#oO 1(# 5.1(# 8 (#0*0
(#5bO 13 5.19 12 67.0
(#6oO 12 5.19 19 114*0
(#7.0 11 5.12 30 214.0
(#8.0 10 (#-90 (#8 404-0
TABLCl 8 ~ R##ultm -
Tcu ho - h ^ ri
(#0.0 17 5.22 6 25 Constant
Voip Change
(#1.0 116 5.19 7 37 up to
B 14
(#2*0 15 5.12 10 59
(#3.0 1(# 5.11 16 102
(#(#*0 13 5.05 30 195
(#5.0 12 5.0(# 53 400
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o f  studied is 5 cleas^ly^ limited to
^  Q? 10=17 lo@ 8*Go It follows from tho abova tablos ($=10)
hAi: •fc'l'if.'ï Tir&'i î 1 iirAMit a?» ai itfhrnA «ma 1'Î mnrn rav»f5 -(? K! ■[’
that the polymmr^dilmo^t sjstoms have smaller r. and at the 
oamo values compared with the bulk polymer* ^his oan also
ba seen from tablo© (Xl«12)o ®h© K. and for ralscturo ( c )3,
do mot appear to bo eonsistoxit with the other conoontratiomao 
®ho value® of 'j?^ a:c©* however * uncertain to :'l and an Inoroa##
ffi
of 1’® for this miztiiro by l^Oo thum inoroasin^ each value of AO? 
by this amount would brin^ all the value# for all the different 
aonoontratlona into olos© agroomonto
Tho results also show that the maximum erystalllnity 
observed in these oasoa remains constant up to a value of 
of botwo cm 12=1# bolow whioh it begins to dooroaao gradually^
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(a) MiorùSGüplo Results
(b) Photagraphic Kq b ults
Microscopio HosuXta
Growth Hates (GJ o f  Pure Polymer*
T h o  growth rates (G) of individual ephorulxtes wore 
measured and are given in the Pig*12A and correspond to the 
valu©# In column ÿ of ^ahlo 13* It was observed that at 
tofflp©ratures bolow 47^Gp the number of sphoruXitos was largo 
and the growth fast* Henoo rat® meaauremont© viero carried out 
in the range 47“55^^9 after whieh not only wa© the growth rate 
very lowp but the induction period was also very large* It 
was found that at higher temperatures there was only one 
spherullte in the field of view*
The induction times varied from sample to sample and 
have not been included in Pig* 18*
The growth rate was found to vary with the thickness ef 
the samplesÎJ as observed by earlier workers* The figures 
(12 Ap B) show the results where thickness reduces the G value# 
%  §0 per cent when it is changed from lOO^L to 300^ k>
The repeat runs on the samples at the same temperature j> 
howevory showed that most of the spherulltes appeared in the 
same places each time* This behaviour was found to prêfeist 
even whan g or 4 rune were carried cut and the duration of 
the melt was increased by 5®^ (ioe<. 30 minutas)* Meleation
appears to be heterogeneous in this case and in several cases
9Q
reported earlxer.
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The mature o f  the spherulltes In moot cases i7ae a.mixed 
one where one oou5ld neither find a true maltose cross nor s,
\?q 11 defined positive or negative character, Those types of 
spherulltes have boon reported by Keith and Padden in tho
90
Case of polypropylene and by Price in the case of carbowax 
4000oPrond©d structures were observed at lower superooolingso
Growth Bates of polyiaer°I)ilu©nt Systems
IL-J I.II ILJ.' IJ I III m r  u n i !■ Il 11 m t,S *jVV , inri m,* t n  , ,, #,I   m i ipT>w^-Mn.-.„i.jn*Tniiir;»ir.i nirif 1 mi»'m i > T ■i1iiriT>iai m  i,irj-i^in-
The growth rates of seven polymer^diluent mixtures are 
summarised in the table 14 and figures X5“19o They have been 
obtained by the method detailed in the experimental section 
and average of several separate rims is presented heroo As 
with pure polymer5 induction time has not been included in the 
figures 0
The experimental uncertainty is unfortunately rather high 
and the only conclusion to be drawn is that for a given value 
of âTs B  does not vary much as the concentration of the diluent 
is increased*
Humber of Huelei and Hucleatlon Ratoo«Pure Polymer
Column 5 of the table shows the number of nuclei per cm*
observed in the pure polymer at w u t l o w  AT-values* The correspond^
ing figure 20 for nucléation in the bulk polymer indicates that
the Slumber of nuclei increase linearly to a steady state value
which remains constant until the crystallisation is complete*
a 00
This behaviour is typical of polythene and other polymer©
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ehewlmg initially random followed by pra^determlned
growth of the sphornliteso fh© random moXoation snggeot© 
homo^enoity of the ©ampleo
Repeat rimsp ho^evero oarrled ont on an© sasipl© at one 
temperature ^ave rio© to memory ©ffeote aimilar to those 
noticed when attempting to measure growth rates« ü?hea©
Eiemory effect© are reduced at higher temperatures as i© 
evidenced by the decreasing number of nuclei in the same ©ample 
at higher temperature©c The reverse process* ioOo examining 
a sample fir^t at higher temperature and then at lower 
temperature It also gave the mgected results of approximately 
doubling the nm%ber of nuclei per2*^ 0 decrease in the temperatureo 
It is clear from table I5 that nuoleatlon io much less 
sensitive to temperature than is the growth rate*
Effect of Thaclmesa on Hueleation.
Fctt*firtoTisrtiT*sfii
9 f
Me Intyre pointed cut the uncertainty in meaimring the
thickness of the ©ample and its effect© on Bucleation proceeSo
It was confirmed that the thickness of the sample had a marked
effect on nucléation as shown in the table 15p where M is
s
the number of nuclei per q m c  * and supported by the corresponding 
figure 21 for the constant temperature of 51*0* The t is 
the tlffio* the first nucleus appeared « seems inversely 
proportional to the sample thickness* Table Ig makes It clsar
u.
/  l l 3 1 0 n N  JO ON
1 '5
timt suiolQatiaxi coxi'&lnues evoa after the dilatometri© induc­
tion period ia the time at which mew nuclei ceased to
h o  formed.
The nucléation rates at various temperature# are given 
in column# 6 of the table IJ. They have been calculated from 
initial slopes of the number of nuclei versiAO time plot# of 
ITigo 2 0 0
Table 15 " Effect of thickness on Huoleation at 51*^ 0
13 / Q
Thickness M I O  / era
f S  \ / «  \(min) (rarn)
Silatometric
t%wf fajita v>c K W ‘Jîito*ygiSK^vtaAttujr^ 'ti
80 1,10 80 30
170 1,50 5 25
840 2.20 5 17
500 3.80 2 81
19 80
L»:satt^ iSCt£i^ 3j liLV/£r\Trf£ «rrt55»
Mucleation in ^olymer-hlluent Systems
The nucléation process in each of the siji systems was 
studiedo The results are presented in the Table 16o Although 
every attempt was made to study samples of equal thicknessp hut 
from the large scatter of results g it appears that this was not 
achieved. The interesting feature of the results is that the 
number of nuclei por unit volume for the mixtures does not appear 
to Increase with doere&se in temperature in a similar fashion to 
the pure polymoro
77
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PHOil’OGSAPH-TCC HESOMS
j:5j<tnrg\r<.»grutTa±cftgi<Kim  *rrg
Pure Po3qrmer
The photographie ohoorvations on the bulk polymer at 
different temperatures show that I n  most cases it can form 
four different types of #pheru.lit©o This behaviour has also 
been reported for polypropylene and nylôn© 
lo ^^gative spherulites at à  T 4 15 thin sample©
2 o  Mi%ed s.pherulite© in thlak samples
3ft Dendritic spherulitos - mostly from solutions and at 
higher temperatureso 
4 o  Ovalshaped dendritic spherulite© at higher temperatures in 
thin oampleso
Examples of the first two types are shown in the picture in. 
Figure 2 2  while the latter two types are shown in Figure 25 
and 2$ respectlv0lyo Very occasionally at lax*ge degrees of
supercooling (i^e* &  T 7 15) in thin samplespositive 
cpheruliteo were observedo These grew very quickly and were 
of extremely small sisco
The dendritic apherulltes have been reported in low
gtf)
molecular weight ( t o & o  5500) PEO samples while ovalshaped 
dendritic opherulites have been observed in polypropylene^ 
SpherulitoQ growing in the pure polymer at lower temperatures 
have sharp boundaries botween them^ though this depends to a 
certain ©Ktont u p o n  the thicknos# of the.sampleo At higher
Pig. 22o Picturas showing (a) negative and (b) 
nlsad opberulltoe of Puro Polymer at 
530c
rw m ^ ,
: m mit »
# r'
rm..
'A -•
. * . -a
#
f/:-.-
h g k # ' ^
a ë
'%g
NC )
P i g o  2 3 o P l c t i r r e s  showing sprovth. of two sphorulitoe 
at 53^C et (a) 0 min. (b) 10 min * (c) 13 nln 
and (d) I3  min «
temperatures 9 the mature of the sphorulltes changes and they are 
either negative or dendritic* Im mmmy oases the maltose cross 
la barely dlaa©rnibl©o The ovalsWp@d dendritic sphein:4lit©s 
vm^® imvariably obtained at à T^ll wham spharulitic growth 
was very alow,
88
Price ^  al, reported a change in the growth rates of 
the apherulites when they are within 0*15 of one another* 
This was confirme# amêit wa# found that» aometimeap the else of 
the two abutting spheruXite© determined the ohamg© in speeds 
the smaller one growing at a higher speed as shown in the 
pictures of Fig* 25o The smaller spherulit© was nucleated 
at a later time and grow© at a faster speed* It can be aeem 
from the graph im Fig* 24 that the growth of both spherulitea 
decrease just before impact*
Po3b/m©r^Dlluemt Sys tern©
Photographic record© of foi^ r poXymer^diluent systems wore 
mad©. In order to cause a reasonable number of spherulites 
to nucleate In the field of viewp the ©amples war© held at 
room temperature for 50=55 ©ooonds before transferring them 
to the hot stageÛ The following observation© were made*
(a) The most oommn type of observation In polymer «diluent 
mixtures ©h.owa that two apheruliteg nucleated e.t the same 
tlmSo and thmo of equal sijse*, continue to grow with identical
u_
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3 l V b  H l M O a e )
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they meet* ThlB i© depleted I n  the piotm^eo 
p^eeemted I n  F%o 25*
( h )  Wh©£â two adjaeeat ephosmlltOG g©^# obtained o f  unequal
sis©9 a Gimllaæ phenoeasioa wa© obeermd t o  that aeon in the 
pure polymer0 B©n©rallj the emaller ©pherulite grow© at a  
©l%htly greater rate right up to the point of impact «
(o) At higher temperaturea^ deMritio growth oecmrra oauaimg 
the spheral it as to grow im am oval form, fh® growth rate in 
these O&B08 is not eometant and varies with direotiono %he 
pictures given in the ?%<, 26 depiot two apheralite© growing 
at 9? o 45^0 im IsX ( B )  polymer^dilmemt ©yetem* %he interoating 
feature 1# that for both the spherulltoog the ratio of maximum 
rate of growth to minimum rat© of growth is oomtant and equal 
to three 0 &i© of foot was observed in mmeroue oxporlmentsa
(d) When dendrltio sphorulite© a m  grows froe misstirras» the
edge of the growing epherulite tends to bo Irregular in form,
Im many oases g when two gipheralltea are about to touoho a bulge
in om la seen to grow into a reoeae tin the othero 'i'his lo
ehown in the pioture of‘flgoi?o ^hloeffoot was not observed
for pure polymer Im the temperature range imreotigated but
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photographe obtained by Prie© on low moleoular weight P2I0, 
at to 11 o@0m to depiot this phammmmuo
Ay
i'- '
y •
■ i f , •:
a f ' X
/ /
#
Flff* 25 PictnxTos shotfis] 
aphoralltos at 
and (d) 11 oin
irth oT oqualo^elzo dendritic
I f '
V«*
m \
< ’x
Pig. 26„ Pictores shooing ovalsbapod growth for systom
A st i»l®C at (a) 0 mln. (b) 20 tain, (c) 80 lain
and (d) 175 «in.
Pig, 2 7 , Osndrltlc apherulit® with bulgo and reeass
0 1
All the effeete noted Is th© photographia e^amimatlosp 
though intoresting t n  themselves^ will offeat the overall 
arystaXlisatioa kimetlem to a relatively minor extent®
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Bisoumsion
n 1 Ti P' fOi p
■Pure Polymer c= Values of
la ail the experimental and theoretical comparisons,
the sero on the time scale was taken to be the time when the
temperature of the dilatometer and its contents reached that
of the thermostat® In most oases* this was three minutes
after the diXatameter was removed from the bath at lOO'^ G®
'fh© theoretical comparison of the dilatometri© results
for the pure polymer on the basis of the Avrami equation is
given in figure (28 ) where log (-log ©) has been plotted
against log t® ' S h e  value of *n* obtained in this way is
2o50 ^  Ool for all temperatures®
The sup©rposability of the crystallisation curves obtained
at different temperatures on a logarithmic time scale and the
linear growth rate of the crystalline phase have lent support
for the theory that both the nucléation and growth processes
are instantaneouso There seems* therefore, little theoretical
justification for a separate induction period. At temperatures
of crystallisation just below the melting point* it is found
experimentally that the volume ©f the molten polymer remains
virtually constant for a considerable timo® If a sufficiently
sensitive dilatometer wers to be uaed* these apparent induction
a® 90
periods would vanish® Allen and Magi11 tried to exclude
the induction period from their time scale for the crystallisation
ocr
u_
( ©  D O “I -) D O l
of PHÎMs, but they o b t a X n e à  eæromeouB of ®n®o I n  spit©
ê Q
of tMsp Ejbnika^eo claimed two advantages for the ezoluBlon 
of the induction period*
(i) T h ®  linearity of the àvrami plot is improved 
(ii) ^Abnormal® valu©© of ohange to integral value© ± n  
agreement with the ©Impl© theoryo 
®h© Avraai plots for the present results ©obstructed on this basis 
are shown In Pig,29 and it i© me©n that # a  exclusion of from 
the time seal© ha© two ©ff©otm, Firstly^ there i© a shift of 
the initial points towards the top ©id© of the straight line 
thus decreasing the overall linearity* Secondly^ there is 
decrease in the average elope of the line loading to reduced 
value© of ®n®o
9?h@ ave rag© valu© of ® n ® p now ^ be come s Io80±0ol5 whl oh ^ 
though reduced9 is still fractional* It is9 therefor©p clear 
that Eybnikar®o finding© are not substantiated by this work*
9?he Avrami plots* described above* allow an average value 
of ®n® to be ©aleulated whichmey include lower or higher values 
at the start and at the end of the prooeeso Equation fe9b) ham 
been used to calculate the values of ®n® for eaoh stage of 
the crystallisation process as a function of 0*’ In figure (g®) 
»n® against @ io plotted for the pure polymer at $2*0 including 
and excluding the induction period0 When r^ is included* it is 
mean that h® is constant for a range of © from Oogg to 0*1$*
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At the heglmnimg a M  at the end of the oæyatalllaation prGoemm^ 
the o%p0#im&atal valoe of 0 depend© orlticaXlj upon the value 
of l i ^ and h^aeloGtado Bearing thle In mind^ it maj ne 11 h© 
th a t in  th le  oamo ?n® :l© canotant throughout the prooooBo
In the other graph in fig«(50) nhero is excluded from
the experimental time aoalog it ie seen that hoaomes a non­
linear function of 0« fhia meamo that a plot of log (*Iog ©)
©gainct logo t mhould ha curvedo Equation (49h) io time a more 
sensitive test of experimental results than this latter plot*
fhe value of n  2o5 ± Oo 1 obtained for the crystallisation 
of pure PEO oan be compared with the valu© of 5oO obtained by 
Mandelkern and 2^0 obtained by Priceo The polymer used by 
Price was low molecular weight material and he found th a t 
n e* 5 or 4 in the initial stages of the orystallisation and 
fell to n  «Î 2  after 5?^  of the process was completed, Sharpies 
hao also quoted a value of 2oO for this polymer but no 
^ ê B Ê ê ê Ê Ê ê S Ê Ê ^ Ê  da tails were given»
The malm feature of the diiatometrlo measurements on 
the pure polymer Is that not only is the Avrami exponent *n* 
fractional9 but It remains constant throughout the course of 
crystallisation^ ?ra©tional values of ®n® for many polymer#
have been reported recently* Many factors have been suggested 
to account for this phenomenono Sooond&ry crystallisation
u
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le orne of whloh soems to 1)® abeeat la thl0 case m \  1$
oTlâomt f^om the dilatoaetrio @i%nre8 o Peraiateaoe of molei'
03* the prt?eeea©o of hete^ogemoitlOB may a&ao oatAee ®ja® to he
m , à  fraotloaalu fh© ps^oooea of auoleatioa might be 
 ^8?
oomomræomtly homogemeon# eiicl hmte^ogeaeoae In whloh oaa© the 
©^yetalllmatlon behaviour will b© oomplesgp Sharpie© 
hav® analysai ©uoh a eituatlan th©or®ti©ally and have shown 
that though may booome fractional» it will not remain 
oonatamt dûrlmg the ©ryetalXioatioa prooee^o It seema evident 
la thla cas©p that the oryetalllmatlon la mostly heterogeneous 
because sphermlltes have been foimd to appear at the same place 
on repeated orystalXleatlon and melting# Boweverg this does 
not e^îoXud® the possibility of homogonooua nucléation ©aaurring 
simultaneously# Moreover^ the nuoleation results show that 
mueleatlom ceases after a oertaim time andp afterwards^ there is 
only growth on nucleated sites# % l s  behaviour could also lead 
to ©hung© in ®n% if. the build up of nuolei continued during 
a considerable part of the crystallisation process# à  comparison 
of 1?ig#(3)and (20) show that this is not the ease andp at each 
t@m3)®ratur®p a constant number of nuclei have been formed 
during thé apparent initiation period before any significant 
deorena© in the volismo of the system has taken place #
i’he major portion of the crystallisation prooeas which 
is observed dilatomatri^ally takes place with pra^determined
86
mue le so that th© maximum vaine of ®n® tô b© expected i© 3oOo
Sharpies ©J, ^  after considering all the available evidence^
have suggested that the most probable reason for a fractional
and constant value of ®n'‘ is that the density of the growing
semi«crystallin© spherullte is not constant but
tim©-dependent# ^his would be rather difficult to prove
experimentally and the actual time dépendance of density would
have to be a rather complex function in order to maintain
constant throughout the process# 3he reason for appearance
©f fractional values awaits a satisfactory explanation#
The decrease in the rate of growth of two spherulitos
about to touch which has been observed in this and other work
is too small an effect to accomit for any major disagreement
between Avrami theory and experiment # Any disagreement would
tend to appear towards the end of the crystallisation proceedp
and several Instances of this were noted in the present studies^
1 OB
but were always just outside the experimental error# Keith
recently suggested an explanation for the decrease in growth
rat©# Because of the nature of polymeric compounds* there are
stereo-irregular ©r low molecular weight species present in the
melt which are preferentially rejected by the crystallising
units# In the melt* these species will be concentrated near the 
crystal faces# The crystallisabl© molecule must first diffuse
87
through these layers# Afs the growing orystal aurfao© advances 
into the à©It* rejected impurities diffuse away from the surface 
and are left behind to accumulate in the Interstioee# The 
presence of and diffusion through these impurities oause the 
rat© to ©low down which aooomts for the deviation from the 
Avrami theory*
Bat© Oonstamts - K
In table (lî) are presented the rate* constante IC obtained 
from the intercepts of the Avmmi plots based ©n the dilatometri© 
results of ?lg# 3# The oorrempomdlmg microscopic rate constants 
obtained from th© ©(^imtion^
K %
ar© also given whora the value# of M and 0 ar© taken from table 13
O.TS.
It is seen that the microscopic rat© oonstante : m  a factor of 
10 higher than the rate constant measured dllatomotrioalXy* The 
dlfferomo© most probably arises beoaus© the values of I and G 
used to calculate K(mloroaeoplo)ar© those for a sample 100 
thick# A  'better and fairer oomparison would be to measure M and 
0 for a la%'*g© number of thickness and to extrapolate to infinite 
thickness o These values oouM* them* be used to evaluate K 
to compare with the dilatometric m ü , m  v/hioh Is obtained oa the 
polymer : i n bulk form #
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DiXatornatrio rate constants for PKO hare been reported (fable- 
\%) by previous workers # fh© results of Jrico gjt ^1# seem to be far 
too low while the present values arc comparable with those 
obtained by Mamâelkerm, lowerer* the extent of agreement 
which arises out of the comparison of the three sets of results * 
is that K determined both dilatometricaXly and microscopically 
ie reduced by a factor of 10 per degree rise in temperature* 
and that there exists a ratio of approximately 10 between the 
mieroeeopie and tilatometrie 1C values at a given temperatures 
If the rate constants are aaloulatad on the basis of nuoleat» 
rates derived from the initial slopes of fig* (20)* it is found 
that they are lower than the dllatometrlo value© by a factor 
of 10 s
Polymer-diluent Mixture© Values of ^ u K
jsg j53saga*rilJtn 'a^»»52-ti3V<mWia :^ ita m tg gta t;a2JW iS tti> g3 iga ijifte jB ffl^r7Tt^-2i-:r5ÿ;::s;:!jaafrsB'Vihrtf^
The dil&tometrio curves obtained for the crystallisation 
of all the ©ix systems resemble In their sigmoidal shape that 
@f the pure polymer* A^rami analyses of all these systems (a-P) 
at a cone tant degree of supercooling * 13 are presented in
figure (31)0 The plot for the pure polymer is also given In 
t h e  figureo It is clearly raaan by comparison* that the plots 
for the mixtures are non^linear^ c.o'v^ vtwx «^ jw -eaT^ v-'^ r
Analysis of the results according to equation (49b) is given
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in figure (g2) In the form of t l w  âvrami ezponenet* as 
# function of 0« For the four more oonoentrateâ solutions^ ®n' 
seems to remain ©onstant for the early part of the prooesG 
where it is eq u^al to 2<>5 ±  Oolp identical to the value found 
for pur© poXytaer over the whole ©rys tall iaat ion process *
After a ©ortain tim©p it begine to decrease in an appromimstely 
linear manner to a value of lo5 ±  Ool in all these ayatemso 
l’h@ main feature© of the plots in figure (^2) are tabulated 
in table (19 )o It meeme that as the oonoentmtion of the 
diluent is inoreaeodg the poroentag© of th© total prooeea 
over which n^® is initially eonstantç dooreases until at a 
weight fraction of polymer ^ O o 15d the ®n® versus ê plots 
decreases oontinuoiisXy a© # decrease# from ioO to 0*0* For 
the two most dilute solutions studiedp the initial value of 
is goOOp not 2o5o 
It appear© from the above evidence that when a polymer- 
diluent mixture starts to ©rystallioep the initial ©tag© in 
the growth of the mpherulltes ©onaist© of virtually pur© polymero 
A© th e  p rocess © èntlnuesg th e  u n c r y s ta l l is e d  m a te r ia l become© 
lee© concentrated with respect to the polymer and the crystallis­
ing spherulit© front become© swollen with diluent a© it advaaoesc 
fhatth© diluent i# incorporated into the basic structure of the 
©pheriiX:lt0o i© evident became even at the lowest concentration
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v i e # l e  p & a m m  d l â  not o c o T O e  % m d  t h e  w h o l e
s p o o i m e e .  h ^ e a m ^  e p h e r m l l t l e  t h ^ o ’u i g h o m t »  i t e  m a e e *  ’J ? h ; l s  l a t l © ^  
pæooose mmet aoeoimt for th@ dooreaeo in the value o f  
from 2o5 to X o 3  smâ theoretical a^alyele of the orjetaXXiea^^ 
tlom proeeee muet take aocount of this fact or o I'ha original 
theory of ©ryetallieation for eoluticms given hy MandeIkoril^ 
did not allow for this fact hut masumod that the density of the 
grot/ihg spherulit© remained constant throughout the whole prooose 
The mioroeoopia observation of the dendritic mature of 
s p h e r m l i t e s  f a r m e d  f r o m  s o l u t i o n s  s u g g e s t s ■ t h a t  t h e  g r o w i n g  
splierulit© is mot as dens© as the normal on© grown from pure 
polymer*, Suggestion© of the ©sistcnc© of à density composition 
gradioni^^and changing dcnaMi^ ^ SSvo recently been made* hut they 
have mot been subject to easperimontal verifioatiomo An attempt 
was3 therefore* made to measur® the variation in th© density 
of a solutiom^growm opherulit© m  a fimction of its radiuso 
Several large spherulites grown between the oover-olipa 
were selected and portions were out ©ut at increasing distances 
from their centres* In order to determine the ooiioemtratiom 
of polymer im portion* the eegtione were weighed and then 
dissolved im a known volume of water filtered through Mlllipor# 
filters* &e visoositiee of those solutlama.were determined UBini 
m  mlcro^nbbeloae visaometer and from a knowledge of the vlsooslty
concentration relationship for o^^do in water* the
weight of polymer la each portion of the spherulitc could bo 
Obtain©do Unfortunatelyp the weight of the sph©rulit© segments, 
and honoG tho ©onoontration of the aolutlone wore so low that 
their viaoometrio flow times only differed slightly; and no 
significant results could b© obtained*
The apparent induction period of polymer^diluent oyetems 
is always less than that of the pur© polymer at the same degree 
of supercooling* This ©an he eeen from table (11)* This 
suggest© that it i® easier for a nuoleus to grow to a critical 
B t m  in polymer^diluent ©yE^temso At high 6.T-values * however* 
the indication period seem© to be independent of the concentra­
tion and the presence of the diluent * a fact supporting earlier 
resulta^^
Hat© Constants « 1C
0/A>r.6tii=ts«tTrr==J!‘^#4rtoii':trt:rti6?3ysf5tiia:iCR3.'T»stii^ sit:Ss5^ t»
Beeauoe of the non-linearity of the Avrartii plots* values 
of K  (dilatometrio) can not be obtained. However* in many 
cases* tg^ . 5 lo©o time for half «change* has been used as a guide^^ 
for the rate constant according to the equation^
K x - -  t "
>-w 1
which is another form of the Avrami equation where d ha® b©ca
t m k Q u  to bo Oo^o This equation suggests that the rat© constant
is inversely proportional to t* . The value© for th©
4
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at sr© 'pTmmnt&à in tabie (12}
it iù 8#e% tkat the gmvth mte m  measux’od la
' a
jîariter thaa that ©f the p%%'e polymer ümtll IJo At higher
A T<-%^ alimB p h©w©\F0r@ it to h& Imâmpemd&mt of the proaonae
ùt the âllwemt .and approaohao that of the pur© poljmm^o
% 0  fgmaller incluoticm period and factor growth rates
fiuggest that ©rystallinitj is favoured bj the presenae of an
Inert diluent and this i© confirmed by the figures given in
Ootesa T of teble Z o  It le aeon from these figures that the
u
volume change per cm& of polymer increases with increasing 
dilutlo%o
It is seen from the microscopic result© on the polymer 
solutions presented in thm form of plats of log as a function 
of ^  % in f%o (55)& that th© rat© constants for th© more 
ooueentrated solutions are lower than those of the pure polymer 
at the same degree of supercooling« fhe rate constant for the 
most dilute solutionp howeverp are very similar to those of 
the pure polymero A  similar feature ©an seen from the
plot^of logo 00 m  a function of figure (34) ^ %he
results for the most dilute system are very similar to the pure
polymerÎ? while the linear plots for the other mlzturee àre
parallel to the pure polymer plot and at some diatano© from ito
The eystèm D oorreapomdimg t© a composition of Is3 seems t© 
cu
\ w  anomalous o
—  h O
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I n  t h e  onij eyetematio stuc^y o:^
clllu^ sit mlTwturesj) MmmcWlkera fommd tlmti a pXot. o f  IC
agalnwt « wag* G^evea* HoT?awrp thè of
i n  theae aya'Wmm meanm that, t!a© ^rov;th 1#
iaost probably three êimemBlomalo Mamûelkera euggastecl that thar#
l0 a fair amoimt of Mmoortaiaty % n  the aetermlmatiom of whi^h
may be aa m%oh m  higher tham the 9#%perimemtally obaeryed^
ühea the values of 63 are estimated o n  thia hamiso his
oiar'^ Q© beeome limear within experimental erroro It is aoemo
hewverp that oven with this adjustment p the d 1 latearntrloal2y
measured rate oonstants are unable to define the meohanism ef
growth uniquely* 3he plot© of log 0 against % A 3  based on
miorosoopio reaultsp howeverp favour the two dimensional growth
meohanism i>x both-pure polymer and polymer diluent systems and
w W
support;* other studioi3 where similar linear plots were obtained„ 
It :le oonoluded from these studies that the growth proooss In 
polymer solutions ooours by the same maehauism as applicable 
in the oase of pure polymero
It is seen from Table (11«12) that although and the
f 8 . .
induction periods for the solution© are smaller than thoao 
of the pure polymer at the same A  3p the differomoe is not 
great and a shift of temperature of 1*^ 0 o which is the 
uncertainty In would make all the rate constant similar*
The addition of diluent increases the mobility of the polymer
maleaules and reduces the viscosity whieh^in turm^reduces 
the activation energy for transportj> p thus an Increase 
in the rate constant is to be expectedo However9 the thermo= 
c^namic term in the equation (54) will al?mys be negative with 
increasing dilution because of the dlffuslonal or osmotic 
processes which are required to form a critical ©iso nucleuso 
Thusit seems that in homogeneous polymer^diluont systemst> 
the nucléation might be slower9 leading to the reduced rate 
constants at higher dilution* la eases like the present 
studies^where the auoleation is primarily heterogeneous„ there 
is always a constant number of nuclelo Therefore9 the major
factor balancing the viscosity effects is the diffusion of 
the crystalllsable molecules to the growing spherulitic 
boundaryo Thus In heterogeneous systems g the crystallisation 
process seems to b© primarily diffusion controlledo'
Fossibl© Modification of the Avrami Equation,
The overall crystallisation kinetics of pur© poly«ethylene 
oxide can be well represented by the expression ^
In 0^ ^ 00000,00, ,,,,,0000 poco(x)
All the basic assuKiptions used in the derivation of the 
Avrami equation have been proved oxperimentally except the 
restriction of constant spherulito denaity* It seems likely 
that failure to ©b©y t M a  last assumption ie a probable reason
9f!
for the time e x p o n e n t t o  bs constant and fractional in 
vaiuQo The experimental valu© of n 2*5 can oono©ivably arise 
in one of the two waysj, if a heterogeneous nuoXoation process 
is assumedo
3h© growth mechanism may be throe dimensional with a 
âonsity f met or decreasing from 5 to 2o5
It souM bo two dimensional and the variation in density 
with time loading to an increase ln>n'from 2 to 2*5* 
ioOo eitherg
In 0 ^ oH*b oo«,o,oooooooo«oQ(ira)
@2? Im 0 ^ "="A®t ® o  , 000, 0, 0000* * 0, (lib)
physically realistic choice of density as a function of time 
appears able to yield a final equation of the above form*
The attempts were made by modifying equation (4l)a ^or
a
heterogeneous nuoleatioup and icg the density of the crystal3*in©
phasQp now temperature dependent^ equation (4I) beeomosp
*\C
®a’ j ................(111)
1) ©
where the symbol© have their usual ©Ignlfic&nceo By feeding in
trial 9 time dependent function© for ^  9 Avrami'^-type equations
are found In the uaml way9 first integrating (ill) followed
by differentiation and a subsequentg final intégrâtion*
%fg for exampleg we ©hoosog
Cj •» Bt
where C, and B ara constants g w© find 9
 ^ 'S f \
in0 ^ “Xt 00, 0, 0000, 0, , * , OP, \ iv y
wher® % and j are also tim©«ind©p@ml©nt constants,
This ©quation and other equations derived in a  simllar 
manner do not give a constant value of throughout the
crjstsllisatloa process and must b© rejected*
The dilstometria results for the polymsr solutions ©aug 
with reasonable precisiong he fitted to an empirical equation 
of the form9
iaS « -la oo.oo.....»., (v)
The time exponent ®n“ in this equation Is 9 nowg Its©Ifp 
t:lme®d©pend©nt *
Onoe agaiup assuming that ( \  is a function of time or of the 
extent of crystallisationg theoretical equations can he derived* 
However0 no physically realistic density^timo relationship ©an 
ho found to give a theoretical equation approximating to 
equation (v)*
In Gomolusion? on the basis of the above analysing it must 
he concluded that a correct theory of crystallisation for 
hoth-pur© polymer and polymer^diluent mixtures romains to he 
formulatedo
An experimental study of the variation of spherulitic density 
with radius remains am urgent problem before more progress ©am
99
b© made* The present analyslsj, in fa©tp suggests that some 
factor other than the variation of density with time will 
have to he taken into account before a completely satisfactory 
theory is produced*
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